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Referat: 
För utveckling och utvärdering av odlingssystem (OS) inom jordbruket behövs forskningsansatser som 
baseras på vetenskapliga utvärderingar av OS med mångfunktionella syften. Av denna anledning har 
SLU bildat en Odlingssystemkommitté vars uppdrag är att verka för en samordning av SLU:s resurser 
och insatser inom växtodlingssystem och skogsskötsel, som i sin tur initierat denna litteraturstudie av 
jordbrukets OS. För att OS-forskningen ska baseras på pågående vetenskaplig ämnesområdeskunskap 
föreslås ett ramverk. Först och främst ska det odlingssystem som avses studeras definieras i termer av 
vad det ska innefatta (t.ex. växt, mark, skötsel m.m.) vilka utdata som det ska utvärderas mot (t.ex. eko-
systemtjänster) samt vilka faktorer som påvekar detta (t.ex. väder, priser etc.). Forskningen föreslås 
sedan kunna delas in i sex huvudkategorier, vilka dock i flera avseenden överlappar vandra. OS-
forskningen föreslås syfta till (i) design av OS med relevans för (ii) odling i praktiken. Forskning inom 
(iii) markanvändning länkar denna forskning till alternativa OS (t.ex. inom skogskötsel) och omvärlds-
faktorer. Till grund för alla utvärderingar utnyttjas forskning inom (iv) förutsägelser och skattningar 
samt (v) skalning, vars metodutveckling baseras på (vi) förståelse-forskning med ett starkt stöd i den 
vetenskapliga ämnesområdesforskningen (t.ex. växtpatologi, ekologi, marklära, växtfysiologi, växt-
odlingslära m.m.). Studien baserar sig på en omfattande litteraturstudie där många citat tagits från andra 
publikationer och dokument. Dessa citat betraktas som arbetsmaterial som inte publiseras men kan 
erhållas vid förfrågan till  författaren av denna rapport. 
 
Summary: 
In order to advance development and evaluation of cropping systems (CS) in agriculture, research 
efforts are required based on scientific evaluations of CS for multi-functional purposes. For this reason, 
SLU has formed a Cropping System Committee, tasked with coordinating SLU resources and efforts in 
crop cultivation systems and forest management. The Committee commissioned this review of the agri-
cultural CS literature so that CS research could be based on current scientific knowledge. Based on the 
review, a framework is suggested. First, the CS under study should be defined in terms of what to in-
clude (e.g. plant, land, management, etc.), which outputs to evaluate (e.g. ecosystem services) and the 
factors influencing these outputs (e.g. weather, prices, etc.). CS research should then be divided into six 
main categories, which overlap in some respects: The main purpose of the research is proposed to be   
(i) the design of CS relevant to (ii) cultivation in practice. Using (iii) land use research CS is linked to 
alterntive CS (e.g. forestry) depending on e.g. socio-economic and environmental factors. All evalua-
tions are based on research on (iv) predictions and assessments and (v) scaling, using methodological 
developments based on (vi) research on understanding that has strong support in subject areas concerned 
(e.g. plant pathology, ecology, field science, plant physiology, plant production, etc.). The compre-
hensive literature review presented in this report is to a large extent based on quotes taken from other 
publications and documents. Full details of these may be obtained upon request from the author. 
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Table 1. Definitions of abbreviations and commonly used terms in this report  

Abbreviations, terms Definition 
Innovation Implementation of a scientifically tested CS design (often small-scale) in practical 

farming 
Actors Farmer, advisory service, authority, research, consumer 
AHF Agriculture, field horticulture and forestry 
BAP Best available practice 
C Carbon 
CC Climate change 
CS Cropping system 
DSS Decision support system 
GM Genetically modified (crop) 
-K: Indicates that the information is taken from a seminar in Krusenberg (Uppsala) in 

January 2015 organised by the SLU Cropping System Committee. 
LCA Life cycle assessment 
LUC Land use change 
N Nitrogen 
NPP Net primary production 
P Phosphorus 
Disciplinary Refers to disciplines outside science 
Prototyping Prototyping iterative process to implement CS in practical farming in the 

following steps: Farmers - Issue - Research - Effects - Design - Implement - 
Farmers - … and so on  

SLU Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences 
SOC Soil organic content 
Subject area Scientific discipline 
VG region Västra Götaland region 
"xxxxx" Denotes exact quotes from the literature (italics given in double inverted commas)   
"xxxxx" Denotes modified quotes from the literature (plain text given in double inverted 

commas) 
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Extended summary  

The aim of this literature review was to help create a platform facilitating cropping system (CS) 
research at SLU. Although focusing on agriculture, it also sought to facilitate integration with 
corresponding research in horticulture (in open field) and forestry.  

The definition of a cropping system (CS) is central to research on CS and may differ depending 
on the purpose of the research. The definition often includes a set of management procedures 
applied to a specifically treated area cultivated with crops. The purposes of a CS and what it 
should provide are basically covered by the concept of ecosystem services (provisioning, 
supportive, regulating and cultural services) in the short and long term. The design and activities 
of CS are framed by the demand that CS should lead to (or not prevent) environmental 
(ecological), economic and social sustainable land use. The objective of CS research is to design 
CS, generate scientific knowledge on CS used in practice and integrate CS in a land use 
perspective. The research should also aim at assessing, predicting and understanding effects on 
CS and those caused by CS. In this report, CS research is divided into six general research 
categories (design, practice, land use, predictions and assessments, scaling, understanding), 
aiming at adapting the structure of CS research to its objectives, methodologies and related 
subject-area research.  

(i) Design: For CS, this is characterised by an optimisation problem where the situation is 
usually ‘comparing apples with pears’. Strict scientific methodologies are combined with expert 
judgements, taking advantage of the extensive subject-area knowledge available. Modelling is a 
central activity in integrating different types of knowledge, but collaboration between different 
actors with very different skills requires a framework. Examples of questions raised within the 
design category might be: How is resilience of an agroecosystem defined? and What are the 
main steps in designing multi-crop CS? 

(ii) Practice: CS research should be relevant to farming in practice. This requires work with 
relevant stakeholders and consideration of their interests (e.g. insurance, business, governing). 
CS research should combine knowledge of practical farming (e.g. rotations, tillage methods, 
databases) with empirical knowledge and methods for transfer of knowledge between science 
and practice (e.g. prototyping). The application of models requires a decision on whether to use 
simple or complex models, with or without expertise, to evaluate questions such as: What factors 
prevent the introduction of agroecology into agriculture? 

(iii) Land use: This sets boundary conditions and influences the external drivers (inputs) to 
which CS must adapt (e.g. increased acreage for agriculture would influence soil types for CS). 
CS, in turn, influences land use (e.g. yield levels strongly influence the competitiveness of 
agriculture versus alternative land use). CS research needs to define scales (farm, regional, 
national, European, global) to properly determine the link to alternative land use. Questions to 
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answer might be: How can outputs of CS be regulated by the spatial distribution of CS in a 
region? 

(iv) Predictions and assessments: These involve extrapolations. Depending on available inputs 
and time frames, predictions have the character of forecasts, which can be evaluated for their 
reliability, or scenarios, which in most cases are never evaluated since only a few of them, if any, 
will materialise. The extrapolations are based on adopted analogies between empirical 
knowledge and the unknown situation, which results in use of different type of models (e.g. 
statistical or mechanistic models, or both). The need for CS models to integrate subject-specific 
sub-models requires the use of a flexible model framework that can be updated with new sub-
models when available. The uncertainties in modelled outputs due to uncertainties in inputs, 
model applications and model structures form the basis for risk assessments. Predictions and 
assessments provide answers (often hypothetical) to questions such as: How do nitrogen (N) and 
carbon (C) dynamics change with new CS designs in the long term? 

(v) Scaling: Data are mostly available on different scales than that to which they will be applied 
and therefore need to be adapted to the intended scale (by upscaling or downscaling). This 
requires extrapolation but, in comparison with predictions and assessments, statistical models are 
more often used, including concepts like the data aggregation effect, which is a measure 
providing answers to questions on e.g. the error arising from use of coarse-resolution soil data on 
the CS assessed. Scaling also concerns more mechanistic issues, such as: How do biodiversity 
and ecosystems depend on the scale studied? 

(vi) Understanding: Measures for grading understanding are not well defined, but the ability to 
predict the outputs, given proper information on the prerequisites (inputs), is often regarded to be 
one of the clearest measures. This type of measure also links research on understanding to the 
predictions/assessments and scaling research categories, which in turn provide tools and 
information needed by the research on design, practice and land use. Transparent models and 
conceptual frameworks with high predictability can be analysed for their functioning and 
comparison with current scientific knowledge provides input to understanding. A central 
question is to understand which subject area models to include and how to integrate them to 
make predictions and assessments for CS. It is also critical to understand the reasons for 
uncertainties in the evaluations, both due to model concepts and the availability, precision and 
use of data. Model and database-specific issues, such as how to estimate parameter values or 
which databases are available at SLU, are treated in a separate section of this report. 

Finally, an example of a CS design study is explored by applying some of the findings in this 
literature review to a study on designing crop rotations with optimal use of N, N losses and gross 
margins for "legumes in Västra Götaland" under current conditions. This is done by speculating 
about how different studies might have solved a number of questions: (a) How is the design 
procedure structured? (b) Predictions/assessments: How are crop rotations generated? How are N 
use, N losses and gross margins assessed? How are inputs achieved? (c) Scaling: How are scales 
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defined and scaling assessed? (d) Understanding: How valid are the assessments (predictions)? 
What are the major scientific questions remaining to be resolved to achieve accurate 
assessments? (e) Practice: How is information/knowledge from practice used in the design? How 
is the design of crop rotation implemented in practice? (f) Land use: How do the projections of 
future cropland/grassland areas on global and continent scale influence areas of Sweden and the 
design of legume-based crop rotations in Västra Götaland? How does the design of legume-
based crop rotations for Västra Götaland influence the projections of future cropland/grassland 
areas of Sweden? 

The material used in this literature review is presented in a separate document (Appendix), which 
is structured in accordance with the main questions addressed by the different publications. The 
Appendix, which includes a number of direct citations from the publications reviewed and 
unpublished graphs from seminar presentations, is available on request. 

In conclusion, this review showed that a considerable amount of work is needed to create a 
functional research platform for cropping systems. Although current CS designs are reasonably 
well adapted for their current purposes, the scientific basis and evaluations are still unclear. 
Increased knowledge and the use of scientifically based analytical methods are needed to enable 
optimisation of CS design when drivers (exogenous inputs, e.g. climate change and technological 
development) are changing, and when the purposes of, and constraints on, CS are altered (e.g. 
increased food supply and reduced environmental impact). The structure of the CS research pro-
posed in this report would clarify the link between CS design optimised for this purpose and the 
subject-area scientific knowledge (e.g. GM crops) on which it is based. It would also clarify 
which methods based on empirical knowledge from practice that is still not verified scienti-
fically. This study is a first attempt to structure CS research and did not aim to provide a final 
solution. Hence, further development of the framework is required. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Background 

The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) has the task of developing knowledge of 
biological natural resources and sustainable use and management of these. However, the 
scientific research on cropping systems (CS) is currently not well structured. There is a need to 
establish an approach where systems thinking, multi-functionality and sustainability are 
integrated into the analysis, design and evaluation of CS (SLU, 2015). For this reason, SLU has 
formed a Cropping System Committee tasked with coordination of SLU’s resources and efforts 
on agricultural and open-land horticultural crop production systems and forest management 
(including research, education, infrastructure and collaboration).  

The committee initiated a review to “summarise the state of the art regarding research on the 
design and assessment of cropping systems”, and that would “be useful for a team of researchers 
involved in a cropping system platform, in their research on (i) redesign and (ii) assessment (ex-
ante; forecast; scenario) of cropping systems, considering the production of commodity and non-
commodity ecosystem services in agriculture, horticulture, silviculture and associated border 
zones. The framework should be at the level of land use within Sweden and abroad“ (SLU, 
2015).  

SLU is not yet coordinating its extensive research and monitoring of agriculture so that these can 
be effectively linked to cropping system research. The reasons for this are uncertain, but some 
questions arise: Is the demand for CS research too low to justify organised coordination? Is there 
a lack of experts (i.e. researchers) that can integrate subject-area research at CS level? Have CS 
experts not received a sufficient mandate to utilise findings from subject-area research or are the 
methodologies not applicable in CS research? Are the experts not coordinated sufficiently, and if 
so, why? Are the experts governed by other and/or excessive short-term goal formulations and 
not available to answer the broader issues that usually characterise CS research? Does the 
disciplinary nature of crop and soil sciences within universities prevent the integration of 
knowledge and interdisciplinary and system-orientated approaches? and/or Is CS so complex and 
diverse that it is difficult to identify what should be included in research, making investments in 
the area unsafe? This literature review aimed at developing a structure for CS research that 
would support a continuous process of analyses and development of CS and to which CS re-
search projects and administrative methods would contribute. The results are presented in two 
documents, this report and a separate appendix (available on request, see section 1.4, Method).  

1.2 Structure 

Cropping systems research is very extensive and no single subject area can cover all its parts. 
The way in which different research studies are related to each other and can utilise each other’s 
results is therefore crucial. However, the connections are often unclear, partly because defini-
tions and methodologies differ between disciplines. In an attempt to structure this review of CS 
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research, the design of CS, where stakeholders and researchers collaborate, was set as the 
starting point. Design of practical cultivation can be carried out e.g. by means of common rules 
regarding how crops and management practices can be combined, and the extent to which they 
contribute to the desirable outputs of CS. The scientific knowledge should then be applied in 
planning cropping in practice, both in a tactical (e.g. determination of fertiliser regime) and a 
strategic context (e.g. climate change impacts on crops and scenarios for supply needs). This 
requires a methodology for making predictions (extrapolations) over time and enabling scaling 
(extrapolation) of information from one spatial resolution to another, which in turn may mean 
that the boundaries of the CS under study may change, and the CS in agriculture might interact 
with CS in horticulture or forestry in terms of land use. To make studies of CS in this context 
meaningful for each other, the CS first needs to be defined. 

The structure of this report is based on a research category perspective aiming at describing CS 
research in relation to its objectives, methodologies and related subject-area research (Figure 1). 
CS studies are often difficult to strictly allocate to the six different research categories defined 
here, since they usually deal with issues where several of the categories are included 
simultaneously. First, however, it is necessary to define what is meant by cropping system (CS) 
from a systems perspective, i.e. what is included in the system, its boundary conditions, what it 
delivers and its functioning (see sub-section ‘Definition’ below). 

Next, CS is examined from an application perspective, focusing on how CS can be structured so 
that its aims can be achieved (section 2.1, Design), and how this can be implemented in practice 
(section 2.2). On the larger spatial and social scales, CS of agriculture is integrated with 
alternative types of farming (section 2.3, Land use). Practice refers to various time scales from 
hours, days and individual years to decades and centuries, and spatial scales from field and farm 
level to watershed and regional, national and global level. In section 2.4, methodologies used to 
make Predictions/assessments (extrapolations), both in the near or longer term, are described. A 
special section is devoted to methodologies of extrapolation in space, for example, from field to 
regional scale (section 2.5, Scaling). Thereafter, CS is described in terms of the scientific issues 
concerning understanding that arise due to CS applications, which among other things include 
the development and testing of the models that are used for the applications (section 2.6, 
Understanding).  

Models are used in many different contexts with regard to CS, and studies focused on these are 
treated separately (section “Models and databases” in the Appendix). 
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Figure 1.  
The sections of this study are structured in terms of 

six research categories: 
(Number refers to section in Appendix C) 
(1) Design of cropping systems (CS). 
(2) CS in practical farming. 
(3) Land use (interaction with alternative CS). 
(4) Predictions and assessments of how drivers and 

properties affect CS (mainly extrapolation over 
time). 

(5) Scaling (mainly over space). 
(6) Understanding the functioning of CS. 

Lines represent main flows of information in terms 
of models, rules, data etc. 
CS research is focused on Design with the aim of 
being relevant for Practice and Land use, and 
provides feedback to Understanding. Understan-
ding, which is strongly linked to subject-area 
research, provides Predictions/Assessments and 
Scaling methodologies to be used in Design.  

 

Examples of cropping system research issues 

Below, the kind of issues that can be addressed within each research category are exemplified by 
formulating the main research questions in some studies (although most studies fall into more 
than one category). Methodology, results and conclusions from these studies are described in the 
Appendix. The Appendix also reviews many more studies, the research questions of which can 
be found in the section "Contents of the Appendix" (Chapter 6). 

CS definition 

-How large are the differences between subclasses within conventional farming compared with 
organic CS (Gosme et al. 2012)? 
-To what factors (e.g. area or yield) can estimates of environmental impacts be related when 
comparing organic and conventional CS (Kirchmann et al. 2016)?  
Design 

-How can transparent agronomy models supplement empirical prototyping (Rossing et al. 1997)?  
-How can decision support systems (DSS) expand the concept space of participatory design 
(Cerf et al. 2012)? 
-How can the successional stages from native grassland through annual cropping to a steady state 
grain-legume intercropping system be categorised (Crews et al. 2016)? 
Practice 

-What are the effects of managing disease on oilseed rape (Hossard et al. 2013)?  
-How can local knowledge and biophysical modelling be used to choose measures to reduce N 
losses (Dupas et al. 2015)? 
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-Which definitions of extreme weather can form the basis for insurance against crop losses (de 
Toro et al. 2015)? 
-How can the manager be mimicked by models (Moore et al. 2014)? 
Land use 

-How are effects of climate and socio-economic changes on the use of Swedish agricultural land 
modelled (Eckersten et al. 2007a)?  
-Can the temporal trends and large-scale spatial patterns in global agricultural land use be 
understood from simplified socio-economic processes at national level (Engström et al. 2016)? 
-How can outputs of CS be regulated by the spatial distribution of CS in a region (Chopin et al. 
2015)?  
Predictions/assessments 

-How can the effects of landscape composition on the predator species Carabids be predicted 
(Legrand et al. 2011)?  
-Is there a critical threshold of organic fields in a region above which pathogen outbreaks are 
more likely to occur (Gosme et al. 2012)? 
-Can agriculture reduce its nutrient loads to the Baltic Sea to meet environmental targets, and 
still remain at its current production levels (Blombäck et al. 2013)?  
-How can the crop requirements and improved utilisation of N be predicted (Jeuffroy et al. 
2013)? 
-How can models be used to evaluate best choices of cultivars (Jeuffroy et al. 2014)?  
-What do scenario assessments predict for future farm N losses and farm gross incomes for 
different sites in Europe (Wolf et al. 2015)? 
-How can a flexible platform for simulating farming and agro-ecosystems be built (Bergez et al. 
2013)?  
-How can the degree to which legumes contribute to greater sustainability of cropping systems 
be assessed (Reckling et al. 2016a)? 
Scaling 

-What is the error from using coarse-resolution weather data inputs when assessing regional crop 
production (Hoffman et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2015)?  
-How are different measures for comparing organic and conventional CS related to scales 
(Kirchmann et al. 2016)? 
-How do biodiversity and ecosystem services depend on the scale under study (Winqvist et al. 
2012)?  
Understanding 

-What are the effects of N fertilisation on cereal-legume intercrops (Pelzer et al. 2014)? 
-Which factors influence the choice of winter wheat management plans (Nave et al. 2013)?  
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-How have legume-producing systems evolved since 1950 (Voisin et al. 2014)? 
-What are the reasons for declining grain legume production in Europe (Zander et al. 2016)? 
 
1.3 Objectives 

Cropping system objectives 

The concept of ecosystem services includes the majority of the purposes of CS and is often split 
up into provisioning, supporting, regulating and cultural services. The management of a CS 
should promote its ability to deliver ecosystem services in the long term (SLU, 2015) to be used 
in the evaluation of ecological sustainability. To also provide the basis for an evaluation that 
includes economic and social sustainability, there is a need to assess CS as part of a wider 
community and in interaction with land use. 

Cropping system research objectives 

Research on cropping systems aims to: (i) contribute to the design of sustainable and applicable 
CS, and (ii) combine scientific knowledge applied in practice and knowledge from practical 
farming used in science to adapt CS to its goals (e.g. production and environmental goals). This 
requires CS research to also aim to (iii) integrate CS in a land use perspective. In addition, CS 
research should (iv) evaluate and predict how different structural changes (design), management 
factors and changes in environmental factors can alter the outputs of CS and its impact on the 
surrounding environment, which requires CS research to aim at: (v) understanding why various 
driving factors (weather, prices, farming, etc.) cause a certain impact on the CS, depending on its 
characteristics. SLU (2015) emphasised the importance of all these issues by proposing that CS 
research should develop knowledge of how various factors interact to generate ecosystem 
services, focusing on the interaction between the genetic material, the biotic and abiotic 
environment and human efforts to control production, which is summarised thus "the aim of 
cropping systems research is to design, develop, assess and stimulate innovation of 
multifunctional and sustainable cropping systems". 

The aim of this review 

The aim of this review was to describe and structure the current state of knowledge in cropping 
systems research and strengthen the basis for SLU’s research on this subject. This should provide 
opportunities to integrate CS research within agriculture, horticulture (open-field) and forestry 
(AHF) into a single platform in which there are opportunities to take advantage of skills and 
conceptual knowledge within AHF and, by extension, link CS research to land use research on a 
larger scale. The review covered a very large area of research, but did not set out to be 
comprehensive. However, based on the findings, a framework was developed for possible 
structuring of CS research and a step towards a CS platform. A large number of related studies 
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(probably most of them) undoubtedly escaped our attention, but we believe that those studies can 
be fitted into the structure built up based on the studies analysed. 

1.4 Method 

This review is based on summaries and analyses of scientific articles and reports from Web of 
Science and Universities. In addition, information from presentations at scientific conferences 
was used. CS research is extensive and it is difficult to find a unique structure for describing all 
its parts. Therefore, this report sometimes includes almost verbatim quotes from the different 
sources (with the aim of not distorting the original meaning), allocated into the more general 
research category structure given above. These analysis and quotes are presented primarily in a 
separate Appendix that is un-published, but is available on request. Within each research cate-
gory in the Appendix, the text is structured by the questions that each study addresses (see Chap-
ter 6, Contents of the Appendix). All references, including those in the Appendix, are listed at the 
end of this report. CS research is very extensive and no single subject area can cover all its parts. 

 

2. Cropping system research 

The framework devised here for CS intends to strengthen the base for SLU’s main activities in 
the field of cropping, i.e. research, education, environmental monitoring and communication 
with cropping in practical agriculture. Based on a compilation of the various CS studies presen-
ted in the Appendix, this review sought to provide a picture of past and current CS research. 

2.0 Definition of CS 

A definition of the cropping system (CS) is the starting point for any analysis of it. The concept 
of CS often includes the land farmed, crop rotation (plants and their distribution in space and 
time) and measures to control CS (e.g. Sebillotte 1974; Fogelfors 2015; SLU 2015). A common 
general definition of a CS is that it consists of a set of management procedures applied to a 
specific, uniformly treated area, which may be a field, part of a field or several associated fields 
and even non-cultivated areas associated with the fields. The CS includes crops, crop sequence 
and crop and soil management (e.g. tillage, sowing, fertilisation, plant protection and harvest) for 
each crop in the crop sequence (Sebillotte 1974).  
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Figure 2.  
Definition of cropping system (CS): 
Upper left: CS includes objects and actors 
depending on its definition. 
Lower left: There are several links between objects 
and actors.  
Lower right: Which objects, actors and links should 
be included in CS research?  

  
 

A CS is defined by its boundaries in terms of the factors that affect it (inputs; e.g. climate) and 
by CS-generated factors that affect the surroundings (outputs, e.g. crop yield and greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions). A complete definition of CS requires a clear specification of time and space, 
which is needed e.g. for comparisons of different CS. For example, if nutrient leaching (an out-
put) is expressed per unit land area or per unit yield, then the delimitation of the surroundings is 
different, being a limited regional area and a world market, respectively (Kirchmann et al. 2016). 

Some inputs that influence CS cannot be changed by CS, and CS has to adapt to them, e.g. inputs 
from the external world (nature, society in general and actors). These are called ‘Inputs-
exogenous’ in our framework. Other inputs can be controlled by the CS itself (Inputs-endoge-
nous; e.g. fertilisation). The results of CS activities (Outputs) ultimately depend on what the CS 
consists of (components) and how it works (functions), here called ‘Contents’. Evaluations of the 
Outputs of CS are made in relation to the objectives it aims to achieve (Objective criteria), such 
as high yield. 
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Objective-criteria Inputs- 
exogenous 

Inputs-
endogenous 

Contents  Output-
endogenous 

Output- 
exogenous 

There are five main actors (farmer, advisor, authority, researcher, consumer) (Figure 2) that 
interact with CS, four of which belong to the external world, while Farmer partly belongs to CS 
(e.g. in terms of management). Plants and soil in the field belong fully to the CS. The ecosystem 
services that the CS generates are partly included in the CS itself (e.g. yield and N fixation) 
while others are not (e.g. some quality concepts for nature and consumers, such as GHG 
emissions and food security at national or global scale). The ecosystem services that are part of 
CS can be both output from CS and input to it (i.e. Inputs-endogenous then become equal to 
Output-endogenous, e.g. N fixation).  

The system boundary for CS varies depending on the questions to be answered. Studies with the 
intention of optimising the crop rotation (e.g. minimising GHG emissions and maximising yield) 
have a much narrower definition than, when the intention is to study the interaction between CS 
and the rest of society including consumer demand. This is exemplified by Preissel et al. (2015) 
in gross margin assessments of legume-based cropping systems for successively larger spatial 
and temporal scales, from single crop, crop sequence, crop rotation including all crops in a cyclic 
crop sequence and fallows, up to cropping systems also including costs and subsidies at farm 
level. In other studies, CS is defined instead by the physical and biological processes and 
services considered (often ecosystem services; e.g. Gaba et al. 2015), from which the corre-
sponding spatial and temporal boundaries are derived. 

Goal completion 

The purpose of CS design is to achieve certain goals. Inputs and outputs may be desirable, 
unwanted or neither of these. For agro-ecological CS, the goals have been formulated in terms of 
seven principles: adapting to local environments, providing favourable soil conditions, diver-
sifying species and genetic resources, enhancing beneficial biological interactions, minimising 
use and loss of water and energy, minimising use of non-renewable external resources, and 
maximising use of farmers’ knowledge and skills (Watts. 2015). This goal setting relates to both 
external (exogenous) and internal (endogenous) driving factors and internal and external outputs. 
For other types of CS alternative objectives are the focus and alternative methods are used to 
reach the objectives. For example, conventional and organic CS in many cases have common 
goals, e.g. high production, low nutrient leaching, high profitability etc., but weight the 
importance of these differently, as well as referring to different scales (e.g. yields in the near 
future and soil quality in the far future). 

To determine whether the goals are achieved or not, they need to be expressed in measurable 
quantities. CS can be characterised in terms of many factors. For example, on the basis of only 
10 studies, 44 factors can be allocated to the categories biophysical conditions, manage-
ment/inputs, outputs, farm/farmer and socio-economic conditions (see Appendix). Consequently, 
it is difficult to define a common template that allows comparison of different CS. Nevertheless, 
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comparisons must be made in cases where there are alternative ways to crop a given land area. 
When such comparisons occur, they are generally made by means of a reduced number of 
evaluation factors. For example, Legrand et al. (2011) compared four CS in terms of number of 
management operations for cultivator, ploughing, sowing, molluscicide, insecticide and 
mechanical weeding needed during a three-year period. Behaderovic (2016, student work) 
compared the development of organic and conventional crop production systems over time in 
Sweden by means of rating ecosystem services as: provisioning (food, fuel, fibre, animal feed), 
supportive (pollination, nitrogen efficiency, detoxification, decomposition of organic matter), 
regulating (carbon sequestration, biological control, environmental impact) and cultural services 
(recreational value). In a study on how small farmers in Mexico have adapted to and prepared for 
climate challenge, Altieri et al. (2015) used 14 indicators (identified by farmers) to evaluate their 
capacity to respond to climate disturbances. The indicators were: “soil texture, soil cover, living 
barriers, conservation tillage, water management, soil organic management, terraces, % food 
produced on farm, independence of external inputs, seed banks, animal forage, crop diversity 
and protected areas”. 

All these different evaluation opportunities can be combined in many different ways and several 
different types of CS are mentioned in various studies, for example: Organic, Integrated, Direct 
drilling or Conventional (Legrand et al. 2011); Sustainable intensification or Ecological 
intensification (Bommarco et al. 2013; Bartomeus et al. 2014); Traditional agroecosystem, 
Modern industrial system, Organic/Ecological farm or Natural systems agriculture (Vendermeer 
ed. 2011); Agroecology, Organic, Permaculture, Sustainable crop intensification, Climate-smart, 
Traditional or IPM (Ponti et al., 2007; Aliteri et al. 2015; Watts ed. 2015). In addition, within a 
specific type of CS further characterisation can be made, e.g. Gaba et al. (2015) divided multiple 
cropping systems into synchrony crops at a specific location, asynchrony crops at a certain 
location or synchrony crops at different locations. 

2.1 Design 

Design aims to develop CS to enhance desirable and mitigate undesired inputs, outputs and 
changes of CS. Design of CS can be based on rigorous scientific methodology in which the 
proposed changes of CS can be derived transparently from scientifically proven functions of CS 
and the desirable goals of CS. Design can also be based on proposals in which a clear inference 
to scientific knowledge is lacking. In most cases, however, design is made by combining these 
two methodologies, since the design of a CS aims at achieving the best possible results in 
practice. It is of key interest for the research to investigate the extent to which this design is 
based on the respective methodology. 

Outputs 

Design of crop rotations involves a complex optimisation problem which, figuratively speaking, 
involves ‘comparing apples with pears’. Should the different variables be presented separately, 
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or combined in a single entity, such as an index or a "monetary value"? Adaptation of 
"indicators" to stakeholder needs has been mentioned as a problem (e.g. as regards soil 
biodiversity; Clermont-Dauphin et al. 2014). It is reasonable that the way in which the results are 
presented is determined by those who will use the values, which in practical contexts would be 
stakeholders and in scientific contexts researchers. The users’ interpretation of the outputs can be 
difficult and output presentations would then require adjustments, both from the computing side 
(e.g. more concrete outputs) and the user side (e.g. education). A third option is to use specialists 
(e.g. an expert group) who can translate information between the computational and user sides. 
These problems become large in the design of CS as a whole, and only using transparent 
methods is probably an unattainable optimum goal when aiming at achieving the best possible 
CS design for practical agriculture. 

Modelling 

A constantly recurring question regarding the modelling of CS is the degree to which the system 
dynamics explicitly need to be taken into account when evaluating the functioning of the CS. For 
example, variations in weather conditions, both within and between seasons, affect the 
relationship between gross margin and N losses, and thus affect the evaluation of which crop 
rotation would be optimal. Current models (theories) for generating crop rotations often lack 
transparent methods for these evaluations (e.g. Reckling et al. 2016a), and they are instead 
evaluated by expert judgment. 

A central part of the CS platform is tools and methodologies that can make use of the extensive 
subject-area knowledge on parts of the CS that is available in the scientific community in terms 
of validated models, and combining this scientific knowledge with expert knowledge. In many 
models for generating rotations (e.g. ROTOR, Bachinger and Zander 2007; PRACT, Naudin et 
al. 2015; Reckling et al. 2016a etc.), relatively simple indices are estimated to evaluate parts of 
the system, whereas in other approaches dynamic process-based models are used to estimate 
biophysical factors that form the basis for the design of CS (e.g. SOILNDB, Johnsson et al. 
2002; DSSAT, Jones et al. 2003; APSIM, Keating et al. 2003; MONICA, Nendel et al. 2011; 
Colnenne-David and Doré 2014). The choice of method to a large extent depends on 
assumptions about which method is least uncertain, which in turn depends on the relationship 
between uncertainties in inputs and uncertainties in model concepts and applications (e.g. 
Montesino-San Martin, 2014). 

Framework 

For the cooperation between different actors with very different skills, a framework for design is 
needed. Various studies have identified various stages in the design process, which often 
complement each other. As regards a general order in those stages, although not found in any 
single study, an example might be as follows: Step (i) is to diagnose situations and stakeholders 
that the design concerns (e.g. Cerf et al. 2012). (ii) Thereafter, problems are formulated (e.g. 
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Rossing et al. 1997), as are the goals of the outputs that CS should generate. (iii) Restrictions to 
the design are defined and ranked (Colnenne-David and Doré 2014). Step (iv) is to generate 
different CS, which can be done with methodologies ranging from pure expert judgements to 
fully transparent methods where alternative CS are evaluated for the specified conditions. In the 
latter case, a structured collection of input data is used to feed transparent scientific topics 
models (e.g. Rossing et al. 1997; Bergez et al. 2010; Naudin et al. 2015). Finally, (v) the CS 
generated is evaluated against the goals using transparent methodologies (which can also be used 
to evaluate the CS proposed by expert judgements). There are usually more goals to be achieved 
than those explicitly expressed by the transparent methods, and an overall subjective evaluation 
of all participating players is probably a necessary last step. 

2.2 Practice 

It is the task of the university of agricultural sciences to solve agriculture-related problems that 
are raised by society (SLU 2015) and CS research should be relevant to cropping in practice (i.e. 
to farmers, advisory services, authorities and consumers). Because of this, the different actors 
need to collaborate. This means that scientific knowledge about CS needs to be translated into 
practical farming, both for a small scale in time and space (e.g. a fertilisation schedule for a 
particular field in the coming year) and for a larger scale (e.g. in the longer term, to reduce nu-
trient leaching from a basin). 

CS research needs to address both the scientific issues that are important for cropping in practice 
and the knowledge from practical farming that is of interest to science. This calls for the 
development of methods on how to use empirical knowledge on cropping in CS research. 
Moreover, methods for the transfer of knowledge between science and practice need to be 
described, for example, the implementation of new CS into practical farming can be achieved in 
accordance with the concept of "prototyping" (Vereijken 1997). Researchers from different 
research areas also need to develop their competence to involve stakeholders in the research pro-
cess, e.g. in participatory learning and action research (SLU 2015), or as already formulated by 
Sebillote (1990): "There is a need for agronomists to take an interest in the decisions made by 
farmers". 

Cooperation with practice 

The interests of practice can be taken into account for example by a company defining the issues 
that the optimisation of crop rotations should solve and the prerequisites for this optimisation 
(e.g. Li et al. 2015). On a more strategic level, the relevant authorities can exploit research 
models (including experts) to explore options for land use and farming practices that achieve 
targets on both production and environmental impact (e.g. Blombäck et al. 2013). In this type of 
project, CS research should contribute methodologies such as soil and crop models, optimisation 
models, DSS, etc., as well as the expertise to use these methods in a scientific way for practical 
purposes. 
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CS research can benefit from practice, for instance by utilising large datasets from practice to 
study how well the strict scientific theories and models simulate cropping in practice. Examples 
of such datasets are regular phenological observations by the Swedish Board of Agriculture 
(Jordbruksverket) pest control services (e.g. Eckersten and Kornher 2012) and registration of 
deoxynivalenol (DON) levels in harvested grain delivered to Lantmännen collection centres (e.g. 
Börjesson et al. 2015; Persson et al. 2017b). Knowledge from practice also needs to be utilised 
by CS research, for example with regard to the design of CS and crop rotation (e.g. Li et al. 
2015; Reckling et al. 2016b), to find the relevant practical issues that need to be analysed 
scientifically. 

The need by farmers to adapt to ongoing climate change is another example of when practice 
generates questions for CS research. Signs and predictions of future greater variations in weather 
have created a need among farmers to take out insurance against crop losses due to extreme 
weather, which in turn has created a need to evaluate to what extent harvest losses are due to bad 
weather (e.g. de Toro et al. 2015) rather than other factors, e.g. poor management. 

The first step in cooperation between research and practice is to define the roles of all actors. For 
example, through role play stakeholders can mimic a public authority, farmers can mimic 
implementation in practice and researchers can try to mimic nature's response to proposed 
agricultural measures (including CS design). In one study, a special input/output group was used 
to communicate information between modellers and stakeholders playing these roles (Blombäck 
et al. 2013). In other studies, the concept of "Dialogical CS design" (diagnosis of uses and 
characterisation of users’ use of existing tools; Cerf et al. 2012) has been used to include 
stakeholder knowledge in the design process. 

Modelling 

Process-based modelling is a commonly used tool in strategic planning because the extensive 
extrapolations often needed in these cases is best based on current knowledge of basic 
functioning of the CS. However, other methods such as spatial analogies (e.g. with regard to the 
effects of climate change, cf. Eckersten et al. 2007a) and conceptual modelling (e.g. Crews et al. 
2016) are also commonly used. There are a huge number of alternative models and users, and to 
obtain a measure of uncertainty several applications are needed for each extrapolation study (e.g. 
for crop yields; cf. Palosuo et al. 2011; Asseng et al. 2013). These in turn provide the basis for 
risk assessments (e.g. for national crop and milk production; see Eckersten et al. 2015). It is 
difficult for stakeholders to interpret risk assessment measures, and analysis of how much of the 
variation is due to uncertainties in the assessment methods (i.e. their predictability) or to 
"natural" variation (i.e. how the system works) requires the assistance of an expert group. 

For application of scientific knowledge of CS in practical farming in the short term (within a 
season or a few years ahead), tools for tactical planning are needed. There are models of different 
complexity, from relatively simple spreadsheets for gross margin calculations to comprehensive 
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decision support system (DSS) programmes that include detailed process-based dynamic weather 
and management-driven models (e.g. APSIM 2016), or statistics-based models. Those predict-
tions are usually linked to online observations. Depending on the CS outputs to be predicted, 
different models are used. 

There is great demand from practical agriculture for operational models with high predictability. 
CS research needs to develop a framework in which the use of these models is combined in a 
desirable manner for practical farming. This means that CS research should be able to answer 
questions about when simple models based on e.g. temperature sums, such as those used for 
forecasts of the timing of the harvest of forage or pest control, are sufficient for the farmer’s 
needs, or when more complex models that consider the interaction between different variables 
are needed. These predictions should be combined with the need for, and possibilities of, 
obtaining observed data from practical cultivation. To improve the use of models in practical 
agriculture, there is a need for continuous development of methodologies. Several decades ago, 
this was formulated as: “agronomists must supply diagnostic and decision aid tools, and methods 
for analysing the history of cultivated fields are needed" (Sebillote, 1990). 

2.3 Land use 

For larger scales in space, including not only cropped agricultural land, CS for arable crops 
interact with the corresponding systems for forestry and field horticulture. Some land use 
requirements (e.g. reduced nutrient leaching) may provide reason to replace CS for crops with an 
alternative land use (e.g. forestry). Similarly, an alternative land use is an outer boundary 
condition that CS in agriculture must adapt to e.g. cases where the yields are low and profit-
ability is not high enough to be competitive with alternative land use (e.g. urbanisation). 
Profitability is affected by world market prices and farmers’ land use is therefore linked to 
agriculture globally. 

Modelling 

Land use depends on a complex interaction between natural and socio-economic factors, from 
local to global level, due to the influence of “multiple global drivers, turnover times of key 
ecological and social processes, connections between individual actions, institutional responses, 
and ecological changes” (Engström 2016). Short-term future perspective land use modelling is 
often based on estimations of profitability, in which prices are input (e.g. ACCELERATES 
models; Abildtrup et al. 2006). In a longer perspective, land use modelling is often based on 
principles of a more physical character, such as the balance between plant production (e.g. food 
supply) and the need for food (consumption, demand) (e.g. ATEAM model; Rounsevell et al. 
2005). This principle is also used in the PLUM (parsimonious land-use) model (Engström et al. 
2016), which is based on the assumption that consumption and production of food are balanced 
on a global level (or set equal to over- or underproduction, if that is the case). Corresponding 
balances are calculated for each nation, and imbalances are first adjusted by exports and imports 
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of food products between countries, and then by adjusting crop land area so as to achieve a 
global balance. Engström et al. (2016) also list a number of other land use change (LUC) models 
on the global scale, using alternative approaches to mimic the use of agricultural land, e.g. 
including interactions between society, the biosphere and the climate system or integration of the 
use of water for food production in global food security. Bioenergy is also increasingly 
considered a driver of global LUC assessments and due to the great complexity of land use 
functioning a variety of methodological approaches is applied, with some models being neither 
spatially explicit nor dynamic. 

Cropping system link to land use 

In simulations of global land use, calculations of yields are crucial and influence the land area 
needed for cropping. This influences CS and vice versa. It is important to identify this link for 
CS research and how to handle it, for instance to determine how assessments of cropping 
systems would be influenced if LUC models predicted less cereal land area in Sweden in coming 
years, e.g. as projected in one of two possible global LUC scenarios for 2050 fulfilling the 
requirement of global food supply (Engström et al. 2016) and a proposed planetary boundary of 
maximum cropland area (15% of total ice-free land area; Rockström et al. 2009). This would 
possibly have considerably more impact than how changes to cropping systems in Sweden would 
influence global land use modelling. How to consider those links between CS research and land 
use on a larger scale depends on how the boundaries of CS are defined. 

2.4 Predictions/assessments 

A fundamental basis for the design of CS and for linking CS research to practice is that there are 
ways to make predictions and assessments. Predictions aim to compute something for the future, 
while assessments aim to give value to something that might have happened but has not been 
observed. Both predictions and assessments involve extrapolations. The generalisations assumed 
can be regarded as based on analogies, e.g. something known from experience is often assumed 
to remain the same in the extrapolated situation. The analogy is applied on different levels of 
integration of the functions of the system, e.g. on a management level where yield is assumed to 
be a function of N fertilisation schedule. Alternatively, the analogy is applied on an eco-
physiological process level where yield is a function of growth rate, which in turn is a function of 
plant N uptake, which in turn depends on fertilisation, and so on. Research aiming at increased 
understanding contributes models based on universal functions, providing predictions that are 
understandable from current knowledge of the system. Those predictions most often assess 
effects of many different growing conditions that are not covered by the relatively few physical 
experiments that are available. 

Specific questions that need to be answered concerning predictions and assessments of CS are 
that they should be relevant to design and practice, such as how well different theories/models 
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predict the impacts of various factors on CS, and the benefit of model use for design and 
practice. There is also a need to examine the contexts in which different models can be used. 

Predictions may have the character of forecasts or scenarios, where forecasts are often limited to 
a shorter period in which conditions (inputs) will not change significantly compared with those 
assumed in the calculations (e.g. a weather forecast for the following day). Agricultural models 
for the near future or a small space perspective often have a less strict mechanistic structure than 
models for a more distant future or larger area. One reason may be related to the greater 
requirement for accuracy in the outputs on small scale; detailed mechanistic models require 
many inputs and include many computational steps that can generate uncertainties. The limit for 
when detailed mechanistic models are useful is unclear and is changing as research advances. 
For example, mechanistic models estimating evaporation (e.g. Penman 1948) have been widely 
used for many years to forecast the impact of weather on water conditions and irrigation needs, 
rather than statistical models based on weather variables. Examples of variables that are often 
predicted in the short term, within one growing season, are crop phenology, the presence of pests 
and the need for pest control, plant water supply, nitrogen status and production, the need for 
fertilisation, irrigation etc. Everything from simple models (in terms of few equations; e.g. 
harvested protein as a function of remote sensing before flowering; cf. Pettersson and Eckersten 
2007) to detailed models (e.g. DSS with linked mechanistic crop and soil models; Jones et al. 
2003) have been used for these estimates. 

Scenarios normally refer to extended periods during which many alternative conditions in the 
input data may arise. For long-term predictions (e.g. more than one crop rotation), the farmer can 
select one of the alternative scenarios and change design accordingly. Consequently, the other 
scenarios can never be compared with observations and thus do not meet the basic requirement 
for science. Nevertheless, they constitute a transparent methodology for how scientific know-
ledge contributes to practice (cf. Eckersten et al. 2001a, 2007a; Rounsevell et al. 2005; Wolf et 
al. 2015). 

Integrating/linking models 

Statistical models can be a complement to mechanistic models, for example by generating 
probability distribution functions of the inputs to be used in Monte Carlo simulations by the 
mechanistic model (e.g. Höglind et al. 2016; Gärdenäs et al. 2017). Statistical models can also be 
an alternative to mechanistic models, for example by replacing extensive mechanistic calcula-
tions with fewer statistically generated algorithms, e.g. for soil temperature predictions (Persson 
et al. 2017a; to be used for predictions of e.g. crop winter survival, Bergjord Olesen et al. 2017). 
Expert judgements are a third type of model predictions. They can be regarded as similar to 
mechanistic models in the sense that they are based on the functioning of the system, but with the 
difference that they are not transparent, seldom repeatable and cannot be given a proper measure 
of validity. For the predictions of complex systems within the socio-economy (which is 
characterised by large uncertainties), simple statistical models have been found to be 
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significantly more reliable than expert assessments, with one proposed explanation being that 
experts tend to reason in too complex a way (a tendency which we also know from the 
mechanistic models) and also can forget and change their perceptions (Kahneman 2015). 

CS is a complex system and the effects of processes for plant pests and soil, and the farmer's 
actions need to be represented in the models used to design CS. All these processes interact. 
However, mechanistic models (extensively tested against observations) usually only mimic parts 
of this system and must be linked to each other to model the whole. It is unclear both 
conceptually and technically how this linking should best be done. In order to technically take 
into account the continuous development of models within research on understanding, there is a 
need to use a flexible model framework. DSS is often structured so as to enable the use of 
different models. Both static and dynamic models are used to manage the complexities of the 
cropping system. For technical reasons, different models are often linked in a static way, for 
example by a crop model producing a time-series of plant production and a soil model using this 
as an external driving variable and not (or only partly) taking into account any feedback loops 
between soil and plant production (e.g. for estimation of nutrient leaching at the regional level; 
Blombäck et al. 2013). It is not fully clear how important it is to explicitly consider these types 
of feedback, which thus need to be investigated (see section 2.6, Understanding). In order to also 
avoid technically difficult interconnection of models, simplified models are often used. For 
example, sometimes time steps of one year are used, in which variations in weather within the 
season are difficult to consider (e.g. Reckling et al. 2016a). There are complete frameworks that 
link models and can be manipulated to some extent (e.g. DSSAT, Jones et al. 2003; APSIM, 
Keating et al. 2003), and there are advanced generic modelling tools (e.g. Matlab, Eckersten et 
al. 2001b; see also Bergez et al. 2013) that can be used to link different models with the help of 
modelling expertise.  

Uncertainties in the predictions 

For predictions and assessments of CS, theories that have been developed and evaluated against 
observations in research on understanding (see section 2.6) are used. Predictions and estimates 
always involve some type of uncertainty arising for two main reasons: uncertainties in the input 
data (input, parameters, initial conditions, driving variables) and the processing of inputs to 
obtain the calculated outputs (i.e. the model structure; e.g. Montesinos-San Martin 2014; 
Montesinos-San Martin et al. 2015). Because of this, for a single site application, several 
alternative models or model applications are often used to obtain a measure of uncertainty (e.g. 
calculation of climate effects on crops; cf. Palosuo et al. 2011). How the various results should 
be combined and considered in a probability distribution is unclear, but in some way depends on 
the prediction accuracy of the respective model. Studies have found that the "ensemble mean" is 
often a better "predictor" of crop yield than any single prediction of an individual model 
application alone (Asseng et al. 2013). 
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When making predictions for an entire season, external driving variables, such as the weather, 
are so uncertain that precise forecasts are practically impossible. The predictions must be 
presented with some kind of measure of uncertainty. For example, strictly following the 
definition of climate, the next year’s average weather can be assumed to be as in any of the 
previous 29 years and next year’s production can only be specified with a certain probability. 
This means that estimates of production etc. need to be made for many more conditions (external 
driving factors) than justified by the observations against which the models have been validated. 
For example, the choice of crop rotations over several years should take into account this kind of 
uncertainty in the external driving factors (e.g. weather, prices etc.) and the results assessed (e.g. 
yield, N leaching, hygienic quality etc.) can only be assumed to occur with a certain probability, 
which in turn provides the basis for risk analysis of e.g. crop or profit failure. 

Parameterisations, i.e. assessments of the value of model input parameters, have great 
significance for model outputs (predictions and projections). For statistically generated models, 
parameterisations interact with the formulation of the model structure (i.e. the equations), and 
parameter values are therefore difficult to set in accordance with specific measurable features of 
the system (e.g. DON infections in oats; Persson et al. 2017b). In contrast, the parameter values 
of mechanistic models represent functional characteristics of the system (e.g. maximum rate of 
photosynthesis), which does not affect the formulation (i.e. equation) of the process (e.g. light 
influence on photosynthesis). For a specific dataset, a period in which most of the variation in the 
observations can be assumed to have been caused by a limited number of processes can often be 
selected. The parameter values of these processes might then be determined separately for this 
period, and parameter values of other processes might be determined for other periods, etc. With 
step-wise parameterisations, the adaptation can focus on parameters of relevant processes, 
avoiding adjustment of those processes that are considered not to have affected the observations 
(e.g. avoiding parameters of the infiltration process not to be calibrated against water conditions 
during a dry period). For each step, there are often several parameter values that have to be 
determined. Initially, each parameter is assigned a value and an uncertainty range according to a 
probability distribution (prior parameterisation). Thereafter, a large number of simulations are 
made using alternative input parameter values randomly selected from the probability 
distributions. A parameterisation that provides simulated outputs which agree (to some degree) 
with observations is called ‘posterior parameterisation’ (e.g. Bayesian calibration; van Oijen et 
al. 2015b; evolutionary algorithm; Stratonovitch and Semenov 2010). Depending on how well 
the different processes can be isolated, these parameter values represent properties of the system. 
The step-wise parameterisations assume parameters to be independent. To compensate (to some 
degree) for this uncertainty, a posterior parameterisation including all selected parameters and 
observations (e.g. Gärdenäs et al. 2017), is determined as a final calibration step. A significant 
element of uncertainty in this procedure is the researcher’s choice of parameter to be included in 
the calibrations and the initial values and distributions assumed, choices that depend on expert 
judgements on how the observations and the model functioning are related to one another. The 
influence of expert judgement on the parameterisation of eco-physiological process-based 
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models may be one important reason why ensemble means have been found to provide more 
accurate predictions of crop yield than any of the predictions by the single models (e.g. Asseng et 
al. 2013). The degree of interdependency among parameters of mechanistic models is to a large 
extent unexplored and is an important matter for research on understanding to examine. 

2.5 Scaling 

How information and knowledge are used for a specific scale to express an opinion on a different 
scale is likely to be affected by what Kahneman (2015) characterises as a generally valid human 
phenomenon: “Man seems to be far more inclined to use observations on a small scale to draw 
conclusions about large-scale phenomena, while she finds it much more difficult to use 
information from a larger scale for the conclusions on a small scale”. 

Predictions and assessments are always intended to be made for a specified scale. However, 
available data often refer to another scale and evaluations require additional estimates to be 
made. This applies not least to scientific experiments, for example in life cycle assessment 
(LCA) of the effects of a genetically modified (GM) crop on CS (e.g. Tidåker et al. 2016), the 
physical experiments of GM crops are limited to a few field conditions, whereas the LCA 
estimates refer to much larger scales both in space and time. Effects of experiments in the 
laboratory and some fields for some years need to be scaled up to cover more soil types, variable 
weather during e.g. a 30-year period, as part of alternative crop rotations etc. (for crops with 
alternative N use efficiency; cf. Eckersten et al. 2017a). Similarly, there is a need to scale down 
e.g. how climate change projections (e.g. given monthly for a 50 km by 50 km area) affect a CS 
within a single farm. Definitions of space and time affect CS boundaries to the socio-economy, 
e.g. a study on the effects of price changes on a single CS involves different definitions of 
boundary conditions than a study on the effects on several CS. 

Conceptually, scaling is quite a complicated issue related to understanding and modelling of how 
the functioning of CS depends on spatial and temporal scales. However, in the research 
categorisation in this report, scaling refers to evaluations of spatial, rather than temporal, effects. 
Although, similarly to predictions and assessments, scaling involves some kind of extrapolation 
from a known situation to an unknown (non-observed) situation, it seems that statistical models 
are used more often than mechanistic models. 

Examples 

In assessment of the effects of e.g. a climate change scenario (with coarse resolution) on yield, 
nutrient leaching etc. for agricultural land in a region, the climate needs to be scaled down to the 
weather for each individual field. The yield assessments (calculations) must be made at the field 
level, because the calculation methodologies (models) are designed for this level and the 
relations between environmental factors, yield, N leaching etc. are non-linear. The question then 
becomes how the calculation errors are affected by the spatial scale of the input data used for 
weather (e.g. Zhu et al. 2015), soil characteristics (e.g. Coucheney et al. manuscript 2017), 
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management and socio-economic factors. The similar problem applies to calculation of the 
effects of CS design on CS outputs. The error arising from aggregation of input data, called the 
‘data aggregation effect’, needs to be investigated for each assessment method (model). Different 
ways to aggregate are used. When there are different soil types in an area, the type having the 
greatest spatial coverage or a soil type known to influence the output (e.g. nutrient leaching) 
particularly is often selected. An average soil type is hard to define and, above all, difficult to 
observe and test in physical experiments. For weather variables, however, average weather data 
for a large area are used, although this weather does not really exist. Various theories for 
aggregation (e.g. van Bussel 2011) need to be tested and applied in CS research. 

Knowledge of scaling effects has practical relevance as regards e.g. estimating the error made 
when using climate change scenarios for a rough scale as inputs to the models used for 
estimating the crop yield at field level (e.g. Hoffman et al. 2015). This error should be compared 
with the effects of the errors that occur when using alternative downscaling methodologies of 
climate to local conditions (e.g. Semenov and Barrow 1997) causing errors in the estimated local 
weather, which in turn will cause errors in the calculations of yield at field level. For soils, 
knowledge of how the error depends on the distribution of soil types in a region (e.g. Coucheney 
et al. manuscript 2017) may allow determination (based on soil distribution data) of the spatial 
resolution at which modelling needs to be performed to reduce the error sufficiently to meet the 
desired accuracy. 

2.6 Understanding 

It is difficult to find well-defined measures of understanding, but the ability to predict how CS 
outputs respond to changing conditions is regarded an important measure of how well CS 
function is understood. This test is scientifically made by using some type of transparent model 
to anticipate a course of events that has already happened, but on the basis that the outcome is 
not known. The predictions are then compared with the result of the measurements that are 
available. The ability to predict also provides a link between research on understanding and the 
corresponding predictions/assessments and scaling research categories, which in turn provide 
tools and information needed by the research on design, practice and land use. There are many 
different models for predicting CS features. The number needed depends on the probability 
distributions of the outputs of the different models and how the user interprets those. It is the job 
of science to evaluate alternative models in terms of some type of objective measure that can be 
related to a ‘scale of understanding’ (e.g. by comparing their prediction ability). However, there 
is currently no such single-scale evaluation model that seems generally accepted and the 
methodologies used to rate understanding when analysing observations and experiments seem 
not to be well-defined. 

CS depends on a large number of functions (processes) and a large number of interactions 
between those. It is difficult to describe these interactions, but the models used to simulate CS 
are generally forced to formulate some kind of structure. If this structure is transparent, analysis 
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of the models describes how current knowledge perceives the functioning of CS. Alternatively, 
this can be expressed as follows: The mathematical and numerical formulation of causes and 
effects between different processes in a model are transparent images of the theories that have 
been compared with observations, and are for now the best way of describing our explanation of 
them. 

Issues with an increased need for understanding 

Research on understanding is controlled partly by the questions that this research generates itself 
and partly by issues generated by the other research categories listed above. Within the design 
research category (section 2.1), more knowledge is needed about how to optimise systems that 
are valued with several variables that are not immediately comparable (e.g. bio-physical 
conditions, socio-economic conditions, farm characteristics and crop management; López 
Porrero 2016). Questions to be answered are how these different variables should be compared, 
and what the targets for the optimisation should be. There is also a need for more knowledge 
about the importance of considering detailed subject-area knowledge for evaluating the outcome 
at CS level, e.g. how much extreme weather at different times influences crops (e.g. de Toro et 
al. 2015) and the design of the optimum crop rotation. How farmers can influence these effects 
(e.g. Aliteri et al. 2015) is a knowledge gap in insurance cases, where there is a need to estimate 
how much poor management may have contributed to the damage. The link to practice (section 
2.2) requires better knowledge about the decision-making systems (DSS, role-play, etc.) that best 
suit the stakeholders (farmers, advisors, public authority etc.), and in what situations they should 
be used. Concerning how practice affects CS research, there is a need for a greater understanding 
of factors that affect the data that research can obtain from practical farming, and how innovative 
proposals on the design and management of CS can be understood in terms of existing scientific 
knowledge.  

Concerning CS research in relation to land use (section 2.3), more knowledge is needed on how 
alternative use of agricultural land affects the design of CS. For example, what is the impact on 
CS if available arable land decreases due to e.g. increased competition from imported crop 
products making use of the land for cropping non-profitable? Conversely, how would land use 
affect CS if more arable land with less favourable soils must be taken into use to meet food 
demand? On what scale (within-farm, regional, national, European, global) is it feasible and in 
the interest of the CS research to answer these questions? 

With regard to predictions and assessments (section 2.4), perhaps one of the main gaps in 
knowledge concerns the importance of the dynamics of models and the way processes in the 
models link to each other. Most models have been tested against outputs that are the result of 
interactions between several processes within the model or several models combined, while inner 
logic feedbacks are often taken for granted or based on quite a limited amount of experiments, 
and not tested and validated against explicit observations under variable conditions. This 
knowledge is central to link processes within models in a proper way. Another knowledge gap is 
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how to describe the uncertainties in predictions. The theories behind the predictions are uncertain 
and predictions and assessments made with several alternative models need to be combined in a 
probability distribution, in which the outputs of single models need to be weighted in relation to 
their prediction abilities, although it is not quite clear how. Applications of models also involve 
uncertainties, and it is unclear how much of these can be estimated according to transparent 
protocols or subjective assessments. The structure of the prediction method (i.e. equations, rules 
etc. of models and frameworks) is strictly linked to our understanding of how CS works. 
Parameterisation of mechanistic models is part of this approach and central to expressing 
understanding in quantitative terms, which is a prerequisite for understanding the relative 
importance of different processes in different contexts. This is perhaps especially true for CS, 
where very many processes interact. The corresponding interpretation of the parameterisation of 
statistical models is more unclear, since their model structures are not strictly based on the 
mechanistic functioning of CS. However, when statistical models are based on indices calculated 
with mechanistic models, their parameterisation might be linked to processes of the system (e.g. 
models for pests; cf. Rossi et al. 2003; Del Ponte et al. 2005; Persson et al. 2017b). 

Scaling (section 2.5) is a largely unexplored field and, similarly to predictions/assessments, is 
strongly linked to conceptual modelling. Which processes to consider and how to link them to 
best mimic observations depend on scale, and are the main subjects of research in CS modelling. 
In e.g. crop modelling, this has long been a matter of major concern, where e.g. the “big leaf” 
model is often used in favour of a multi-layered canopy model when simulating transpiration and 
photosynthesis. Most often the scaling is made by assuming experimental results at the field 
level to be, in a vague way, almost directly applicable to the regional or national level. However, 
assuming an analogy between the CS outputs of field experiments from a limited number of site 
conditions and the CS outputs of the whole of Sweden's arable land under climate variability 
appears questionable. Scaling in space interacts with time. For example, if a soil-borne virus 
occurs in one place, how likely is it that the virus is present or occurring at other places at a later 
point in time, and which measures related to CS could be taken to reduce and delay the spread 
(cf. Eckersten et al. 2015)? The scaling problem is further accentuated by very variable weather 
in a climate that is changing systematically. How to quantify this type of uncertainty is of great 
interest for CS research and its applicability to cropping in practice (e.g. for maize yields; cf. 
Nkurunziza et al. 2014). 

Subject areas of importance for cropping system research (examples) 

The need for research on understanding spans a wide range of research areas. Clermont-Dauphin 
et al. (2014) mention the need for using information from different sources such as “laboratory 
studies on the ecological functions of soil biodiversity, surveys on farmers’ ranking of farming 
practices and processes to be included in site-specific models, and on-station experiments to test 
hypotheses and acquire additional reference material”. They also note that: “many studies that 
suggest a positive relationship between soil biodiversity and ecosystem services” and “to take 
advantage of soil biodiversity services one would need to manage not only the interactions 
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between various practices, but also the trade-off between the technical and socio-economic 
constraints on cropping systems”. In addition, all these factors depend on the biophysical 
conditions and physiology of plants.  

Within each subject area, there are a very large number of issues of understanding that are of 
great importance for CS design and its implementation in practice. One example concerns mid-
successional legume-grain intercrop agroecosystems, for which Crews et al. (2016) listed (by 
means of a review and conceptual analysis) a number of mechanisms for which there are 
research challenges to achieve improved control of the CS: “For the mechanism called perennial 
vegetation cover → there is a challenge of avoiding soil loss in the establishment year; for SOM 
mineralisation and root allocation → the challenge concerns how N is immobilised in proportion 
to C; for nitrate uptake efficiencies by perennial roots → the challenge is to estimate and control 
nitrate loss in the establishment year; for legume fixation of N and N mineralisation → the 
challenge is to estimate and provide adequate soil N supply through microbial mineralisation at 
grain-fill; for legume fixation of N → the challenge is managing competition between grain and 
legume species; and for N2O emissions → the challenge is to control highly labile soil C that 
may favour N2O emissions.” 

 

3. Cropping system application, an example 

In this chapter, activities and objectives of CS research are highlighted using an example of a CS 
design study. Based on the main research question of the study concerned (concerning crop 
rotation optimisation), follow-up questions in the research categories predictions/assessments, 
scaling, understanding and cropping in practice, and how this may be affected by, or affect, land 
use scenarios, are formulated. The chapter then examines how questions might be answered by 
some of the approaches presented in this literature review (see Appendix). The example (taken 
from Reckling et al. 2016b) relates to the design of crop rotations including legumes in Västra 
Götaland (VG) in south-west Sweden under current conditions (with relevance for the near 
future) based on estimates of effects on production and environmental factors (Table 2). Since 
objects and objectives of those other studies differ from the example of legumes in VG, the 
answers to the questions should be regarded as speculative and probably need further processing 
to be realistic.  
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Table 2. Question: How can a crop rotation with legumes with optimal outputs on N use, N losses and gross margins 
be designed (Reckling et al. 2016b)?  
 
Design (Chapter C1 in Appendix) 
C1)How is the design procedure structured?  
Reckling et al. (2016a, 2016b): Multi-criteria assessment is used to select innovative cropping systems with 
low trade-offs between economic and environmental impacts. A framework with three steps is used: (i) 
generate crop rotations, (ii) evaluate crop production activities using environmental and economic 
indicators (new indicators can be easily added) and (iii) design cropping systems by combining generated 
rotations with evaluated crop production activities, and assess their impacts. To design new systems, a 
selection procedure according to different aims is provided, e.g. to identify economic-environmental best 
performing systems. Specifically, optimal cropping systems could then be selected according to three 
criteria: “(i) gross margin is > system with the highest gross margin minus 50 EUR, (ii) nitrate leaching < 
system with the highest gross margin, and (iii) nitrous oxide emission < system with highest gross margin”.  
Colnenne-David and Doré (2014): A four-step design methodology is used: (i) define and rank constraints, 
(ii) design innovative CS prototypes, (iii) assess outputs of CS that best fulfil constraints in an iterative 
process using models, and (iv) make a long-term field experiment with the final designed CS. 
Naudin et al. (2015): Information needed for each selected crop (or cover crop) is: (i) crop adaptation to 
biophysical conditions, (ii) agroecological functions of crops, (iii) crop production, (iv) compatibility for 
intercropping and (v) agroecological functions of the overall cropping system. This information is stored in 
a database for crops, cover crops, agronomic units and relationships between them. Thereafter crop 
sequences are selected in five steps: (i) plant choice in relation to agronomic units, (ii) whether or not a 
plant can be intercropped or grown in sequence, (iii) application of five cover crop sequence rules, (iv) 
select possible combinations and grouping similar cropping systems and (v) selection according to farmers’ 
preferences. 
Bergez et al. (2010): A four-step process is used: (a) generation, (b) simulation, (c) evaluation and d) 
comparison and choice. 
Rossing et al. (1997): First, a diagnosis of the CS is made and the problem is formulated. Then a working 
hypothesis is formulated in which risk is assessed with the help of decision rules in three steps: (i) apply the 
inputs for climate, cropping history, decision rules and soil type, (ii) simulate 30 years (decision simulator 
and crop simulator) and (iii) process outputs to get frequency distribution among years.  
Cerf et al. (2012): A two-step design is used: (i) diagnosis of uses to identify the diversity of situations in 
which the tools will help to solve the problem, (ii) characterise the users’ use of the existing tools for taking 
decisions, and identify how new tools might fit in, or need to be modified. 
Blombäck et al. (2013): Responsibilities of actors are defined. Stakeholder (S) represents society and 
chosen agronomic measures to be applied, Modellers (M) mimic the functioning of natural processes by 
assessing the response to the measures, and the Input/Output group transforms information between S and 
M. In an iterative procedure among the groups, proposed measures evaluated to have most significant 
effects are selected.  
Li et al. (2015): An optimisation model for crop rotation scheduling is applied with the objective of 
maximising the profits of farmers, while minimising the differences in profits between farmers. The model 
is applied for a group of 80 farmers in the area. 
Vereijken (1997): The actors are divided into two groups: a farm group (10-15 pilot farms) and a research 
group. The design comprises four steps: (i) define objectives (values of interest) and rate their importance, 
(ii) define quantitative parameters representing the objectives and farming methods used to implement 
them, (iii) design a prototype (theoretically) and (iv) test and refine the prototype in field experiments. 
Gaba et al. (2015): (i) A set of priority services defined by biophysical, social and economic factors is 
defined in consultation with stakeholders, (ii) plant species that can sustain the services targeted are 
identified based on expert knowledge, literature or databases and (iii) agroecosystem functioning is 
optimised by means of management to satisfy the targeted services. 
Jonsson et al. (2014): Crop sequences in neighbouring fields are synchronised so as to stimulate biological 
control of aphids by predators in adjacent fields.  
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Predictions/assessments (methods) (Chapter C4 in Appendix) 
C4a) How are crop rotations generated?  
Reckling et al. (2016a): Crops are selected and combined with soil types and rotational rules using crop 
sequence and frequency restrictions derived from experiments and defined by experts and thereafter 
combined to current and alternative crop rotations, which are finally checked for their plausibility by 
agronomists and advisors. The number of selected crops, the rotational restrictions and the orientation of 
the systems (arable or mixed farms) influence the number of crop rotations generated.  
NLeCCS/FyrisNP (Blombäck et al. 2013): Crop sequences are generated by assuming crop rates over time 
to be the same as the spatial proportions of crops observed for a given year. The order of the crops is 
random except that some crop rotation restrictions should be met. The management of the crops is applied 
according to regional statistics. 
Li et al. (2015): A heuristic algorithm (a rude algorithm or model, not fully deterministic; might be an 
interpretation) is used in six computational steps considering four constraints and five crop sequence rules. 
The constraints are to (i) ensure that a crop can be planted by a farmer no more than one time, (ii) guarantee 
that the planting area of each crop is more than the minimal requirement of the crop, (iii) ensure that the 
production period of a farmer is no more than the length of rotation, and (iv) limit the difference of profits 
per acre between all farmers. Crop sequence rules concern (i) crops with same profit and from same botanic 
family…, (ii) Cucurbitaceae cannot ….., (iii) leaf vegetables should be …., (iv) deep-rooting vegetables 
should be ….., and (v) crops sensitive to soil acidity should be ….. Crops chosen by each farmer are given 
by the computational steps listed above (although it is difficult to fully interpret those steps in ‘physical’ 
terms). Outputs are crop sequence of each farm, from which distributions of profits between farms can be 
calculated.  
Vereijken (1997): First, the crop rotations (MCR) are generated by making a list of crops in diminishing 
order in terms of marketability and profitability. The crops are then assigned a rating from -5 to +5 as 
concerns physical properties (e.g. cover, rooting compaction and structure) and chemical properties (e.g. N 
uptake and N transfer). The MCR is designed targeting a maximum sum of these values, following a 
number of constraints: (i) start with the first crop on the profitability list; (ii) reduce the share of each crop 
in order to preserve biological soil fertility; (iii) select a crop with a high rating of soil cover or soil 
structure to preserve physical soil fertility; (iv) select a crop with a high rating of N transfer as pre-crop to a 
crop with high N need, and vice versa, to conserve chemical soil fertility; (v) select crops to adapt to 
limited labour capacity or market demand; and (vi) ensure that crop successions are agriculturally 
(logistically) feasible. 
PRACT (Naudin et al. 2015): A list of cropping systems is generated from a database of 28 crops and/or 
catch crops including information on four categories: crops, cover crops, agronomic units and the 
relationships between these three components. 
APSIM (APSIM 2016): Guided by two training examples of crop rotation simulations, different crop 
sequences are designed based on around 10 crops of interest for the VG region. The outputs are grouped 
into crop, soil, surface organic matter and fertilisation category, of which crop and soil include a huge 
amount of output variables to be used for the evaluations. 
 
C4b) How are N use, N losses and gross margin assessed?  
Reckling et al. (2016a, 2016b): N use, N losses and gross margin are assessed for each cropping system 
generated based on the pre-crop and site-specific management (fertilisation, pesticide application, tillage 
etc.) and yield, using simple static relationships. For each crop sequence, rotational (pre-crop) effects are 
included based on experiments and defined by experts. N2O emissions, gross margin and nitrate-N leaching 
are calculated according to IPCC, Defra and Bachinger and Zander (2007), respectively. In order to 
perform a multi-criteria assessment, the indicators N use, N losses, gross margins and others are normalised 
by dividing by their respective regional average value in present conditions.  
NLeCCS/FyrisNP (Blombäck et al. 2013): “Firstly, daily nutrient leaching on a hectare basis from arable 
fields is simulated with the NLeCCS (Nutrient Leaching Coefficient Calculation System) system, using the 
SOILNDB-model, for a 20-year period of weather and for combinations of soils and crops in the region. 
Secondly, the monthly nutrient load of each catchment is simulated with the FyrisNP model, summarising 
gross load of different land usages added by loads from point sources, but reduced by retention being a 
function of water area, discharge and water temperature.” Statistical yields are input. 
MONICA (Nendel et al. 2011): “The model (MOdel for NItrogen and Carbon in Agroecosystems; origina-
ting from HERMES model) is used to simulate daily crop growth, water and nitrogen uptake, and the soil 
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dynamics. Simulations of organic matter turn-over, nitrification and denitrification are taken from the 
DAISY model (Hansen et al. 1991). The crop growth module approach used is based on the SUCROS 
model (van Keulen et al. 1982). The impact of extreme heat on crop growth and yield formation is 
considered according to Challinor et al. (2005), and maintenance respiration is assessed separately for day 
and night using AGROSIM algorithms (Mirschel and Wenkel, 2007). Root dry matter is distributed over 
depth according to Pedersen et al. (2010), with the rooting depth increasing linearly with the thermal sum. 
Water and N stress reduce crop growth and accelerate crop ontogenesis at specific development stages.” 
Li et al. (2015): The profits of farms are outputs from the optimisation of crop rotations aimed at 
minimising profit differences between farms. 
Vereijken (1997): Available N reserves are estimated as the soil mineral N content in the 0-100 cm layer 
prior to the period of precipitation surplus. N losses are the mineral N concentration of drainage water times 
the precipitation surplus. Net economic surplus is total returns minus all costs (all labour hours paid equal).  
APSIM (APSIM 2016): Seasonal crop yields, N use and N losses for single fields are simulated by selecting 
among 43 crop types (Standard Toolbox/Crops). The functioning of each crop type is given in one single 
source code file. In a documentation file, there is a brief description of the functioning (e.g. in the CERES-
Wheat phenology module, water or nitrogen stresses result in delayed phenology). 
DSSAT (Jones et al. 2016): Seasonal crop yields are simulated with the CROPGRO model (or another crop 
model attached to DSSAT) dynamically linked to soil water, temperature, C and N model (e.g. CENTURY 
model) simulating N leaching of a one-dimensional multilayered soil profile, continuously during the whole 
crop rotation. N use is estimated by relating the simulated outputs to fertiliser input data at field level.  
SOIL/SOILN (Eckersten et al. 2017b): Similar to DSSAT, but based on two models; SOIL simulating soil 
heat (considering frozen soil) and water conditions provides inputs to SOILN simulating biomass, C and N 
of crop and soil. The two models interact by running iterative loops on crop rotation level. CoupModel 
(Jansson and Karlberg 2004; Jansson 2012) does similar simulations but with modified versions of the two 
models interacting daily.  
LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al. 2001; 2014): The outputs of LPJ-GUESS are yield and NPP for cropland (maize 
and wheat), and NPP for natural vegetation areas in terms of two types of grassland species (C3 and C4) 
and 10 types of forest species for biome patches within each grid cell. The inputs of LPJ-GUESS are 
drivers (climate (CRU; Harris et al. 2014), atmospheric CO2 and N deposition (Smith et al. 2014)), 
parameters of soil texture (FAO, 1991; Sitch et al. 2003), crops and plants, and management variables.  
SIRIUS model (Jamieson et al. 1998): Crop biomass and N yield and N leaching are simulated for single 
years. The model needs daily weather inputs on air temperature max and min, global radiation, precipi-
tation, wind speed and vapour pressure. 
WOFOST model (e.g. Boogaard et al. 2013): Crop potential aboveground biomass is simulated for single 
years. Weather inputs are the same as for the Sirius model except given (technically) in a slight different 
way. Weather could also be given as monthly values. In tests for a 10-year period (1988-1997), the average 
potential crop yield of a site in the VG region varied between 9.9 and 11.5 ton dry matter per ha among 
four wheat cultivars and the coefficient of variation (1 std/mean) was 12-13% (extremes were -18% and 
+28% of periodic mean, respectively; unpublished data).  
Jonsson et al. (2014): The gross margin would be influenced by the need for pest control applications. The 
potential negative effects of a reduction in pest control on yield can be estimated as a function of cropping 
system of neighbouring fields. The negative effects would increase with the proportion of surrounding CS 
comprising annual crops. 
Torssell et al. (2007). For mixed grass-clover swards, yields of grass and clover are simulated as a function 
of fertilisation level and daily weather. For grass leys N use is also simulated, but calibration to site 
conditions is needed for fields with low or no fertiliser supply (Eckersten et al. 2007b). 
Van Ittersum et al. (2013): Crop models are used to provide crop yield assessment at three levels: (i) 
potential yields only limited by the temperature and solar radiation climate, (ii) the same as for potential 
yield except that water supply is limited to actual precipitation amounts, and (iii) actual yield including all 
yield-limiting factors in practical farming (see also the Global Yield Gap Atlas Project; GYGA 2016). 
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Predictions/Assessments (databases) (Chapter C4.3 in Appendix) 
C4.3) How are inputs achieved?  
Reckling et al. (2016a): Input data are taken from a combination of regional statistics, structured expert 
surveys, literature and experiments to capture all restriction values required for the crop rotation generator, 
to identify the set of crops for the rotations and to evaluate the impacts of cropping systems.  
NLeCCS/FyrisNP (Blombäck et al. 2013): Inputs are “long time series of daily meteorological data 
(SMHI), and agricultural statistics of crops and area distribution, standard yields, normal fertilisation 
rates and crop management for a specific year”. Parameterisations of C, N, water and heat processes of 10 
soil types are taken from a database of the NLeCCS computation framework. 
MONICA (Nendel et al. 2011): Inputs of the model are crop and soil parameters, soil data and daily 
management and weather data. Some crop and soil parameters are estimated by calibration to observations 
(Braunschweig and Hohenfinow experimental data) of total above-ground dry matter, dry matter yield, 
above-ground crop N content, marketable yield N content, soil moisture, leaf dry matter, leaf area index, 
crop height, ground coverage and soil mineral nitrogen. Management, weather and soil data are observed at 
the site. Parameters are available for the following crops: oil radish, potato, silage maize, silage summer 
barley, silage winter rye, Sudan grass, sugar beet, winter barley, winter oilseed rape, winter rye and winter 
wheat. 
Li et al. (2015): Inputs are crop, botanic family, planting time, minimum planting area, profits per acre and 
farm land area. The profits of single crops are based on the selling orders of 2013. “The product manager 
proposes the rotation schedules for all farmers. The process of planting is controlled by the company to 
which the farmers are contracted.” Inputs are available for pak choi, radish, garland, lettuce, sweetcorn, 
amaranth, Chinese watermelon, coriander, cucumber, hot pepper, celery, broccoli, broad bean, garlic bolt 
and tomato. 
DSSAT (Jones et al. 2016); SOIL/SOILN (Eckersten et al. 2017b); CoupModel (Jansson and Karlberg, 
2004): Inputs of weather, soil, crop water and management are the same as for the NLeCCS framework 
(see above), whereas crop parameterisations are taken from previous model applications for winter wheat, 
spring barley, catch crop etc. 
APSIM (APSIM 2016): Daily weather inputs (global radiation, air temperature (max and min), rain, 
evaporation), are taken from a database (http://www.ffe.slu.se/FF/GMAP.cfm?APPL=V) of SMHI and 
Lant-Met weather stations. An example of technical operations needed in this type of data handling would 
be: Data in xlm-files are checked for errors, variable rearranged according to APSIM-met file format and 
converted into a “,” denominated csv-file. Thereafter, the “,” is replaced by a space bar and a heading added 
as a first line. The file is then renamed a met-file. After being loaded to APSIM, the variables are easily 
plotted and obvious errors detected. APSIM includes parameter sets for 43 crop types (Standard 
Toolbox/Crops), of which barley, field pea, lucerne, lupin, maize, oats and wheat, AgPasture and maize-
wheat intercrop and weeds might be of potential use for the VG region. For the different crop types several 
varieties are available (e.g. for wheat around 100 and for barley around 50). Soil types to select among are 
categorised in terms of country/continent (Australia, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Africa and South Africa), in 
turn categorised in sub-regions within which there are several generic soil types to choose among. 
Achieving proper crop parameter values is possible by selecting among the existing crop varieties within 
APSIM, which are parts of the crop-specific source-code files. In a similar way, soil types are selected 
among existing types in APSIM. This selection would possibly benefit from comparison with databases 
used by NLeCCS/FyrisNP applications (Blombäck et al. 2011). Input values that can be specified 
interactively in APSIM for each field application are: management values for sowing criteria (rainfall etc.) 
and parameters (crop, cultivar, density etc.), fertilisation (when, amounts etc.); parameters for soil water 
(porosity profile etc.) and soil chemistry (e.g. pH); and initial values for surface residues, soil water, N and 
organic matter. 
WOFOST model (e.g. Boogaard et al. 2013): There are 58 available parameter sets covering 23 crops: 
wheat, barley, potato, oil seed rape, sugar beet, cassava, chick pea, cow pea, cotton, faba bean, groundnuts, 
grain maize, maize, millet, mung bean, pigeon pea, rice, sorghum, soybean, sunflower, sweet potato and 
tobacco. There are 15 parameter sets available categorising different soil water characteristics. 
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Scaling (Chapter C5 in Appendix) 
C5) How are scales defined and scaling assessed? 
Reckling et al. (2016a): First, single crop production activities are assessed at the field level, then combined 
with generated rotations and aggregated for cropping systems at regional scale. Results are regarded as 
valid on regional scale. Comparison with observed annual yield variations at farm level is not regarded as 
relevant, since regional input data are used. 
NLeCCS/FyrisNP (Blombäck et al. 2013): 1-2 weather stations per region are used (e.g. Såtenäs). All crops 
are distributed in the same proportions for all soil types. Soils are aggregated into 10 types, i.e. sand, sandy 
loam, loam, silt loam, sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty clay loam, silty clay and clay in areal proportions of 
0, 0, 34, 32, 3, 0, 19, 6, 2 and 3, respectively (Johnsson et al. 2008). Simulations are made for each soil type 
and regional averages are estimated by weighting the simulated outputs in relation to relative area of soil 
type.  
DSSAT (Jones et al. 2016); SOIL/SOILN (Eckersten et al. 2017b); CoupModel (Coucheney et al. 
manuscript 2017; Hoffman et al. 2015): Simulations of yield and N losses on a hectare basis are made on a 
grid scale of 1 km x 1 km, using inputs on gridded daily weather from SMHI, selection of areal-dominant 
soil type in each grid and regional statistics on management operations per crop and soil type. One field for 
each grid is simulated and averaged for the whole region. Using coarser resolution would cause data 
aggregation errors in the simulated outputs, which might be estimated using maps of soil type, knowing the 
model’s response to certain key soil types (e.g. shallow soils). The N leaching simulations would determine 
the maximum grid size allowed to achieve an acceptable data aggregation error.  
APSIM (APSIM 2016): Each simulation application (representing a physical site for a specified period) 
consists of four modules: met (weather etc.), clock (simulation period), summary-file (simulation inputs, 
log and results) and paddock (crop, soil, management, selected and plotted outputs). Such a simulation 
application is easily copied into a new one, thus representing another field or period. Several such 
applications can be run in parallel (although probably not communicating with each other) using the option 
Factorials. 
 
Understanding (Chapter C6 in Appendix) 
C6a) How valid are the assessments (predictions)? 
Reckling et al. (2016a): The framework is validated by evaluations by experts and contacts with local 
advisory services, at three stages of the assessments: (i) The crop rotations generated are compared with 
typical crop sequences and crop proportions, and the integration of legumes checked for their agronomic 
acceptability. (ii) Agronomic performance and environmental indicators at the single crop scale are 
compared with data from field experiments and the literature. (iii) Assessed cropping systems at the 
regional scale are compared with the impacts of cropping systems with high and low shares of cereals and 
with and without legumes, using experts and available experiments.  
NLeCCS/FyrisNP (Blombäck et al. 2013): Predictions of N leaching from field and N concentrations in 
streams are compared and calibrated against field experiments and environmental monitoring programmes 
in the area. Runoff assessments are adjusted to SMHI calculations (using the S-Hype model; Lindström et 
al. 2010) on catchment level. Changes to the model concept can technically be introduced by the staff at 
SLU who host the model. 
MONICA (Nendel et al. 2011): “The mean bias error (MBE; Addiscott and Whitmore, 1987) is used to 
identify over- or under-predictions (ideal = 0). The mean absolute error (MAE, Shaeffer, 1980) is used as a 
measure of the average magnitude of prediction errors. A normalised value of MAE (nMAE) is achieved by 
dividing by the mean of the observations. The mean squared error (MSE) is split into a systematic (MSEs) 
and an unsystematic error component (MSEu). The root mean square error (RMSE; which is very sensitive 
to outliers and dependent on sample size) is used to allow for comparison with earlier modelling works. 
Willmott’s index of agreement (d; range 0-1; Willmott and Wicks, 1980) is used as a measure similar to the 
correlation coefficient, although more accurate. The modelling efficiency (ME; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) is 
analogous to d-index, but with a different range (−∞ to 1; optimal being 1 and zero indicating the model 
predictions being no better estimator than the observed mean). In tests against seven field experiments in 
Germany, calibrations yielded a median nMAE of 0.20 across all observed target variables (n = 42) and a 
median d of 0.9, and median ME of 0.75. Uncalibrated simulations yielded a median nMAE of 0.27 across 
all observed target variables (n = 85) and a median d of 0.76, and median ME of 0.30.” 
Li et al. (2015): In accordance with observed data in China, crop sequences are adapted so that the 
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simulated gap of profits per acre between farmers and the simulated average profit become no more than 
10% (assuming no fallow periods and the crop sequence to be restarted after 12 months). 
DSSAT (Jones et al. 2016); SOIL/SOILN (Eckersten et al. 2017b); CoupModel (Jansson and Karlberg, 
2004): The applications of mechanistic crop-soil models acquire detailed observations in time and space to 
identify a limited amount of explanations of differences between predicted and observed values. The 
validity of the assessments (predictions) in region VG would rely strongly on tests against experimental 
observations and the generality of the parameterisations, which depends on the way models have been 
parameterised in those experiments,.  
APSIM (APSIM 2016): To calibrate for crop varieties that are currently not included in APSIM or to adjust 
existing cultivars to new observations, parameter values need to be changed. These changes are done inside 
the crop-specific source-code file, which includes both functioning (equations) of the crop type concern and 
the parameterisation of its cultivars (e.g. in …\Apsim78-r3867\Model\Wheat.xml). Simulation outputs are 
exported to an Excel file for comparison with observations. To simulate potential growth not limited by 
water or N, the management and/or weather inputs are changed (e.g. to applying high N fertilisation and 
increasing precipitation). The APSIM predictions of the potential yield of the wheat cultivar Avalon were 
compared with the corresponding Avalon predictions by the Sirius model (Jamieson et al. 1998) for a site in 
Skåne. In 2015, APSIM predicted maturity to occur several weeks earlier than Sirius and essentially lower 
yield and harvest index. In 2016, both models predicted maturity to be several weeks earlier compared with 
2015, and the relative reduction in yield to be ~10% (unpublished data). Compared with observed values of 
the cultivar Ellvis on this site in 2015, the predicted anthesis date of Avalon was more than a week later and 
the maturity date more than two weeks later.  
SIRIUS model (Jamieson et al. 1998; Stratonovitch and Semenov 2015): Crop parameters are calibrated 
against field observations for anthesis and maturity dates, yield, aboveground biomass and corresponding N 
content. Usually 12 crop parameters are under consideration for adjustment to different cultivars, but there 
are another 23 parameters defining each crop. For simulating soil water and N conditions, nine soil-specific 
parameters are defined, of which three depend on depth. There is a routine for optimisation of parameter 
values to fit simulated outputs on crop variables and soil N content to observations. 
WOFOST model (e.g. Boogaard et al. 2013): Crop parameters are calibrated as for the Sirius model except 
for the N conditions, which are simulated in less detail. There are 43 parameters defining biomass 
simulations, another six for water and eight for N, phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) crop conditions. For 
simulating soil water, nine parameters need to be defined quantitatively; two depend on depth and five refer 
to soil workability. 
SIRIUS (Jamieson et al. 1998) and WOFOST (e.g. Boogaard et al. 2013) models: The two models were 
calibrated against observed potential yield of the wheat cultivar Ceverin for a site in the VG region in 2015. 
Using these parameter sets for the following year in 2016, the two models predicted anthesis to occur 1-2 
weeks earlier, and maturity 4-9 days earlier than in 2015. The change in predicted yield compared with 
2015 was -5 to +1%, and the harvest index increased by 1 %-unit for both models (unpublished data). 
These ranges reflect the uncertainties in the predictions caused by differences in model structure and model 
calibration. The calibrations were made by adjusting three to five of the crop parameters of the pre-defined 
cultivar parameter set (among those attached to the model framework) regarded to be closest (geo-
graphically) to the site concerned. The calibration was made step-wise, starting with the phenological 
process.  
CoupModel (Jansson 2012): Conceptual changes to the model code can (on request) be introduced by the 
model developers. 
 
C6b) What are the major scientific questions remaining to be resolved to achieve accurate assessments? 
Reckling et al. (2016a): What is the effect of not explicitly considering within-season variations or 
variations between years? 
NLeCCS/FyrisNP (Blombäck et al. 2013): How well does the simple method used for estimating plant N 
demand variation between years resemble real variations, or variations assessed with a weather-driven crop 
growth model? How well does the space-time analogy used for generating crop sequences resemble effects 
on N leaching of actual crop sequences in practical agriculture?  
MONICA (Nendel et al. 2011): “The simulation of single crops in a rotation can fail for different reasons. 
The next task should be to broaden the MONICA crop parameter sets to account for the differences in crop 
varieties with respect to, for example, their growth and yield characteristics.” “The model often 
underperforms for variables related to nitrogen.” 
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Li et al. (2015): The proposed approach needs to be tested for real-world situations. The crop-specific 
constraints used for the CR assessments (i.e. crop repetition, planting area, production period, difference in 
profits between farmers) need further investigations.  
SOIL/SOILN (Eckersten et al. 2007b): What are the reasons for the relatively large differences between 
crop parameters for N uptake depending on the site for which the parameterisation is made?  
LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al. 2001; 2014): How well do assessments for a 50 km x 50 km grid resemble fields 
on single farms? What is the need for introducing downscaling methods, and how might that be done? 
APSIM (APSIM 2016): Crop cultivar and soil parameters would need to be adjusted to those of crops and 
soils in the VG region. 
 
Practice (Chapter C2 in Appendix) 
C2a) How is information/knowledge from practice used in the design? 
Reckling et al. (2016a): Alternative crop rotations are checked for their plausibility by agronomists. The 
framework is validated in contacts with local advisors. 
Li et al. (2015): Data on a company are used as input. Business strategies (maximising profits while 
minimising the differences in profits between farmers) are implemented in the model.  
SOIL/SOILN (Eckersten et al. 2017b): The model parameters for N use (e.g. daily root N uptake efficiency 
of soil mineral N) need to be calibrated against frequent observations on plant dry matter and N, and soil 
mineral N in farmers’ fields cropped with genetically modified spring barley.  
 
C2b) How is the designed crop rotation implemented in practice? 
Reckling et al. (2016a): Designed cropping systems with legumes are tested by farmers. European farmers 
that aim to integrate legumes into their rotations as a result of the greening in the current CAP can use the 
economic-environmental best-performing rotations modelled for their region. 
APSIM (APSIM 2016): When the APSIM model has been adapted to observed values (i.e. after calibration 
to cultivars, soils, weather and management of the VG region), the model provides quite a handy DSS tool 
for evaluating effects of alternative CS designs. A rough evaluation is that it fits advisors’ rather than 
farmers’ skills and that it would be a useful tool in teaching agronomists.  
Vereijken (1997): The prototype is disseminated by means of field experiments on 10-15 farms (in addition 
to the 10-15 pilot farms), together covering the range of variable soil, climate and management conditions 
within the region. Improved farm-specific prototypes are developed from the various farm situations and 
the theoretical prototype. 
 
Land use (Chapter C3 in Appendix) 
C3a) How do the projections of future cropland/grassland areas globally and continentally influence areas 
of Sweden and the design of legume-based crop rotations in Västra Götaland? 
Eckersten et al. (2007a): The ACCELERATES model (Rounsevell et al. 2005) project, with only a few 
exceptions, shows positive effects on productivity for sites in the whole of Europe with large climate and 
technological changes in future. Under these conditions, the area of crop land in Sweden is projected to 
increase by 20% from 2000 to 2050, but with a small climate change it may instead decrease by 70% due to 
decreased competitiveness on the world market (for 15 European countries the corresponding average 
change ranged from -27% to + 5%). For the ATEAM model based on mass balances between production 
and demand (see section on Land use above), the corresponding projections (Abildtrup et al. 2006) are 
regarded as mainly reliable on European level. Depending on the assumed development of society, crop 
land area from 2000 to 2020 is projected to decrease by between 28% and 11% (corresponding decreases in 
the area of grassland are 24% and 20%, respectively). These modelled changes in land use are based on 
modelled projections of yields. Depending on assumptions of societal development, crop yields are 
projected to increase from 2000 to 2020, due to technological development, by +4 to +68% (ACCELE-
RATES) and +19 to + 37% (ATEAM). For ATEAM the corresponding projections of yield changes due 
only to climate change impacts are comparatively small (-5 to + 3%).  
PLUM (Engström et al. 2016b; Sallaba et al. manuscript 2016): Outputs from global land use modelling 
with the PLUM model give the area of cropland and grassland for the whole of Sweden, scaled down to 50 
km x 50 km grid level of the VG region. The simulations are based on a balance between estimated food 
and feed supply and food and feed demand as influenced by trade and policy strategies within the EU and 
elsewhere, of which the N supply is based on simulations of yield and NPP for 50 km x 50 km grids by the 
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LPJ-GUESS model (Smith et al. 2014), and data and assumptions about changes in yield gap, in turn 
mimicked by a meta model (BME, Engström et al. 2016b). The outputs of PLUM then reflect effects of 
balances between supply and demand within each grid for food and feed. 
 
The main question of how the outputs from these land use projections would influence the design of CS in 
terms of generation of crop rotations (e.g. Reckling et al. 2016a) and the assessments of N use, N losses and 
gross margin of the VG region still remains to be answered. 
 
C3b) How does the design of legume-based crop rotations for Västra Götaland influence the projections of 
future cropland/grassland areas of Sweden? 
Which inputs to land use modelling are influenced by CS design? The outputs from CS design are crop 
types, the order in which crops are cultivated, tillage, fertilisation and crop protection measures, N use, N 
losses and gross margin, at field level regionally averaged by one or several site categories (e.g. soil type).  
ACCELERATES (Abildtrup et al. 2006): The input data (parameters) to the model are: 
Divergence/convergence; costs of fertilisers, seeds, pesticides, machinery, fuel and labour; Areal-based 
subsidies and price of grain, maize, oilseeds and protein crops; Price of sugar beet, roots and tubers, meat, 
milk and water; Fallow subsidies and quotas; LFA subsidies; Yield (as a function of technology change); 
Irrigation and efficiency; Restriction of chemical pesticides; Farm size; Negative effects of crop rotation 
(see e.g. Eckersten et al. 2007a). 
ATEAM (Rounsevell et al. 2005): The input data (parameters) to the ATEAM model are demand 
(consumption) for arable products and grassland products, production (as a function of climate and [CO2]), 
Productivity (as a function of technology) and Overproduction (%). 
LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al. 2014; Sallaba et al. manuscript 2016): How would the outputs from CS design 
influence the LPJ-GUESS simulations at a 50 km x 50 km grid scale and the PLUM simulations of food 
supply? The inputs of LPJ-GUESS are drivers (climate, atmospheric CO2 and N deposition), parameters of 
soil texture (FAO, 1991; Sitch et al. 2003), crops and plants, and management variables. The yield and NPP 
simulations of the LPJ-GUESS model would need to consider properties and management of new crops, 
rescaled from the scale of design to the grid scale. The BME metamodel of LPJ-GUESS would be 
redeveloped accordingly to feed the PLUM model with gridded NPP supply data.  
PLUM (Engström et al. 2016b): The inputs of the PLUM model are gross domestic product (GDP), 
population and lifestyle. From these inputs a ‘consumer module’ calculates total crop use, a ‘crop module’ 
calculates crop production and cropland, which provide inputs to a ‘trade module’ calculating crop 
production demand of Sweden. These demand estimates then feed back into the cropland estimates of the 
‘crop module’ in the following year. The increase or decrease in cropland area within Sweden is input to a 
‘land use module’ estimating the resulting area of grassland and forest land. The ‘trade module’ functioning 
is based on the principle that balances between supply (including import and export) and demand for crop 
production within each country (Sweden) for food, feed and grazing are fulfilled, and that the 
corresponding balances on global level are also fulfilled. These balances might, theoretically, be estimated 
for single grids as well. 
 

4. Conclusions 

Research on CS is complicated as it spans scales from days to centuries and from fields of a 
single farm to the global level. It also includes different scientific subject areas and stakeholders 
with different interests. Each CS study should be clearly defined as regards content and links to 
relevant research areas, in order to make it comparable with other CS studies. We propose that 
CS research focuses on integrating the key aspects that control CS design, which includes 
utilisation of knowledge and methodologies of subject-area research. 

Based on this review, CS research is proposed to be divided into six categories (design, practice, 
land use, predictions/assessments, scaling and understanding). Each study on CS normally spans 
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several of these categories simultaneously. Research within design and practice contributes 
directly to cropping in practice. Research within land use helps to link CS in agriculture to CS in 
horticulture and forestry and studies at European and global scale. Research within the other 
three categories should provide the necessary scientific basis for applications in the former 
categories. 

Knowledge gaps were found in all categories. The main needs of research may be to: (i) create 
assessable measures of what CS design aims at, and estimate and predict how such measures 
may vary over time and due to changes in driving factors, (ii) identify how knowledge of 
subject-area research can be integrated into CS design and evaluate and understand its 
importance at CS level, and (iii) develop the basis for uncertainty analysis by analysing effects of 
variations in conditions (inputs), theories (models) and applications of prediction/assessment 
tools.  

To return to the question of why SLU largely lacks organised exploitation of subject-area 
research models in its CS research, one reason might be that many scientific questions remain 
unanswered regarding how, when and at what level of detail this knowledge significantly 
impacts upon the integrated level. Another reason may be limited opportunities to use such 
knowledge, e.g. subject-area knowledge-based models used in CS research may be lacking or not 
applicable on CS level. 

What this mean for the development of a CS platform in concrete terms, such as frameworks for 
models and databases, is not evaluated here, but the Appendix lists several candidates. This 
review was limited by its scope and can therefore be regarded as a first attempt to clarify the 
structure of CS research rather than a definitive guide. Further work on the framework may 
therefore be needed. 
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6. Contents of the Appendix  

The Appendix largely comprises quotes from other publications and is therefore published 
internally in a separate document and only available from the author on request. Here only the 
contents of it are published. The sections of the Appendix are structured to follow the sequence 
in the main report:  
Appendix A. Introduction  
Appendix B. CS definition (system description) 
Appendix C1. Design of cropping systems 
Appendix C2. Cultivation in practice 
Appendix C3. Land use 
Appendix C4. Predictions and assessments 
Appendix C5. Scaling 
Appendix C6. Understanding of cropping systems 
Appendix D. Models and databases 
 
Within each section of the Appendix, the text is structured according to the main questions 
addressed by the studies reviewed (answers to the questions are lacking in a few cases).  
-K: Indicates that the information is taken from a seminar in Krusenberg (Uppsala) in January 
2015, organised by the SLU Cropping System Committee. 
(S), (SE) and (ES): Indicates that the answers are given in Swedish, mostly Swedish but also 
English, and mostly English but also Swedish, respectively. 
 
Appendix A. Introduction 
-How is a textbook in CS structured? 
 

Appendix B. Cropping system (CS) definition (system description) 
-Issues within classifications of CS (S)? 
-How can the system description of CS be structured (S)? 
B.1. System definition – CS outputs 
-Which "Outputs" does CS generate (S)? 
B.2. System definition - CS content 
-What is a cropping system (S)? 
-Which parts does CS consist of (S)? 
-What is the system boundary of CS (SE)? 
-K: How is CS defined? 
-K: What are the components of CS and how are they linked? 
B.3. System definition - Driving factors (Input) 
-What are the main inputs of intensive farming practices? 
-Which of the core principles of agroecology are inputs? 
-What are the boundary conditions of CS in this study? What are the Inputs and Outputs of CS (SE)? 
-K: Which factors influence farmers’ fields? 
B.4. Types of CS 
-What types of CS are characterised in agricultural research? 
-How can "the seven core principles of agroecology" be interpreted in a system description (ES)? 
-Can intercropping be described as a CS within the CS named ‘Agroecology’ (ES)? 
-K: Which factors make CS diverse? 
-K: Which factors can be used to categorise CS? 
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B.5. Evaluation of CS 
-Which "Outputs" are desirable, or undesirable? 
-What factors have been used in evaluations of CS (ES)? 
-Which factors differ between CS types and make them different? 
-How can different CS be compared (SE)? 
Evaluations 
-Which of the core principles of agroecology are outputs? 
-What are the main drawbacks of intensive farming practices? 
-How does CS production capacity relate to supply demands (S)? 

Appendix C1. Design of cropping systems 
-Examples from the Introduction (Chapter 1) in the main report 
Aims 
-K: Why does CS need to meet several aspects to be innovative? 
-K: Why is it essential to develop research on design of innovative cropping systems? 
-K: What opportunities can analysis of CS provide? 
Definitions 
-How is resilience of an agroecosystem defined? 
-How is risk of an agroecosystem defined? 
Methods 
-Innovation: What does it involve and how does it function? 
-Prototyping: What are the five main steps in prototyping? 
-What are the main steps in designing multi-crop systems? 
-Which issues does ‘Dialogical design’ respond to? 
-Which two-step methodology is used in ‘Dialogical design’? 
-How can models be used for CS design (ES)? 
-What is the benefit of rule-based models for design? 
-How can network flows be used to derive an optimal crop sequence? 
-K: How can experts use models when they choose crop rotation? 
-K: Which methodological steps are needed to design CS at catchment level? 
-K: Which methods are available to analyse CS? What can agronomic models be used for? What are the limitations 

of agronomic models? 
-K: Which actors should be included in a "design workshop" and how should it be organised? 
-K: How can a "step-by-step design" be conducted and what can be the outcome? 
Modelling 
-How can model tools be used to design CS that target ambitious environmental goals, and how should the results be 

expressed? 
-How can the spatio-temporal arrangements in a landscape be modelled? 
-How were models evaluated as tools to be used for design 20-30 years ago? 
-How can risk influence on crop rotations be modelled? 
-K: Which ecosystem services can be aggregated into a few categories? 
Assessments 
-What may be the effects of policy on the distribution of CS types in a region? 
-What are the possible combinations of crops and management in a conservative agricultural (CA) cropping system? 
-How might the introduction of legumes in a crop rotation influence N use and losses and gross margins? 
-K: To what extent can ecosystem services be affected by replacing the current spring barley crops with 

corresponding crops with improved uptake efficiency of soil N? 
-K: To what extent can ecosystem services be affected by measures taken to reduce N leaching? 
-K: How can economic outcomes be compared with biophysical outcomes at farm level? 
-K: What is “Best Available Practice "(BAP) to reduce nutrient discharge? 
-K: To what extent can BAP reduce nutrient leaching without reducing crop production? 
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Appendix C2. Cropping in practice 
-Examples from the Introduction (Chapter 1) in the main report 
Introduction of CS 
-How can the core principles of agroecology be applied in practice? 
-What is the first big step to take in introducing agroecology to agriculture? 
-What socio-economic factors hinder the introduction of agroecology to agriculture? 
Models and tools 
-How can DSS be used for CS in practical cropping (ES)? 
-How can designers of CS adapt DSS to the user's needs (S)? 
-For what applications can a platform for modelling agro-ecosystems be used (ES)? 
-How were models evaluated as useful tools for practical farming 20-30 years ago? 
-K: What is the potential contribution of a tool for finding cost-effective options to adapt to climate change? 
Assessments 
-K: When and by how much should crops be fertilised? 
-K: What is the probability of a certain financial outcome in alternative future climates? 
-K: How does nutrient leaching depend on climate, crop rotation and soil conditions? 
Dialogue 
-Which working steps are included in "participatory scenario design"; examples? 
-How are stakeholders involved in modelling N leaching (ES)? 
-Which new scientific issues can dialogue with users create? 
-K: Why and how should the "user" of CS be included in its design? 
-K: Can actor interests be grouped? 
-K: To what extent are ecosystem services affected by CS design being proposed by a stakeholder? 
-K: What user features does a DSS have? 
-K: Which stakeholders can benefit from a DSS? 
-K: Which stakeholders are involved in designing CS to reduce N leaching from catchments? 
-K: How can stakeholders make use of models when evaluating measures to reduce nutrient leaching? 
 

Appendix C3. Land use 
-Examples from the Introduction (Chapter 1) in the main document 
-Which aspects are addressed in various global land use models? 
-Which techniques are used in global land use modelling? 
 

Appendix C4. Predictions/Assessments 
-Examples from the Introduction (Chapter 1) in the main document 
Concept 
-Which analogies are assumed when extrapolating scientific knowledge of CS over time and space (S)? 
Evaluations 
-How can statistical methods be used to analyse the most sensitive parameters of a soil-crop model? 
-How do site conditions influence calibrated ley parameter values? 
-How well do crop models simulate ley production in the Nordic countries? 
-K: With what accuracy can a process based soil-crop model be adapted to the observed biomass, C and N dynamics 

in field experiments? 
-K: With what accuracy can a process-based soil-crop model be adapted to the observed P and N fluxes and 

concentrations in rivers? 
Production 
-Which CS performed best in targeting environmental goals while still being productive? 
-How are the effects of winter conditions on ley yield simulated? 
- To what biophysical threats and risks is Swedish crop production exposed (S)? 
N and C assessments 
-How might N and C dynamics change during development of a native grassland ecosystem? 
-What are the effects of alternative N fertilisers on outputs of agro-environmental CS? 
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-Which measures have been assessed to contribute to reduced N losses from catchments? 
-How might a spring barley crop with improved N use influence yield, N leaching and SOC and national 

environmental assessments? 
-How can spatial variability in precision farming be modelled with DSSAT? 
-K: What are the effects of modified crop traits on field biomass N and C dynamics? 
-K: How does the optimum fertiliser dose depend on which CS output is targeted? 
-K: How can the need for fertilisation vary from year to year? 
Pests 
-Is there an upper fraction of organic CS acreage above which the presence of harmful organisms is more likely? 
-How much do different management options influence biological pest and weed control? 
-How much might the biological control effect vary depending on CS in surrounding fields? 
-How does multiplication rate of Carabids depend on CS? 
Scenarios 
-What do assessments based on mechanistic modelling project for future farm N losses and farm gross incomes for 

different sites in Europe? 
-What are the relative influences of climate change, technology development and policy development on future farm 

N losses and farm gross income scenarios? 
-How might the conditions for CS change in the future (S)? 
-What is lacking in current approaches of climate change impact assessments to be used for crop rotation 

evaluations? 
-K: How do uncertainties in climate change (CC) adaptation assessments propagate and provide a measure of risk? 
-K: Which questions need to be answered in a risk assessment of cereal and milk production? 
C4.1. Databases 
-Which databases are available at SLU? 
-Who are the users of the databases? 
-How can the databases be linked to models? 
-K: What should data be used for and what qualities should the data have? 
-K: What data and models are used in DSS, and what are the outputs? 
 

Appendix C5. Scaling 
-Examples from the Introduction (Chapter 1) in the main document 
-What is meant by "landscape agronomy"? 
-K: How do types of research questions concerning the interaction between environment and society vary with the 

spatial scale under study? 
Effects 
-How is biodiversity affected by land use in the landscape? 
-How might the effects of a spring barley crop with improved N use differ between scales? 
-How can the distribution of alternative CS within a region be optimised for sustainability indicators? 
-K: How much can measures targeted at identified high-risk areas affect the N budget on farms? 
-K: In which areas is the presence of risk factors for "Beetle infestation in oilseed rape" comprehensive? 
-K: What might be the effects of cultivar improvement on N leaching on regional or national level? 
Scaling 
-How can knowledge from experimental studies be utilised for local conditions in the field and the farm? 
-How can regional pasture statistics be used to estimate within-season pasture growth curves? 
-K: How can the effect of global climate change be downscaled to the local level, used to suggest adaptation of CS 

and estimate local impacts, and thereafter scaled up to regional and national level? 
-K: How can the effects of management at field level on N loads in river outlets be modelled? 
-K: Which computational steps are needed for deriving adaptation strategies at farm level to CC? 
-K: Which calculation steps are needed to assess regional yields? 
-K: How can spatial variation in growing conditions be used for predictions at the local level? 
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Appendix C6. Understanding the functioning of CS 
-Examples from the Introduction (Chapter 1) in the main document 
Cropping system 
-How well can the N and C dynamics of the five successional stages towards grain-legume intercropping be 

predicted? 
-Which ecological mechanisms are in focus when achieving benefits of mid-successional legume-grain intercrop 

agroecosystems? 
-What are the “pre-crop benefits to yield and input requirements of subsequent crops in legume-based crop 

sequences”? 
-K: What can a crop rotation experiment comprise? 
-K: By how much are yield predictions improved when the crop rotation is taken into account in the simulation? 
-K: How does the crop rotation affect the fertilisation effect on yield? 
-K: What are the conclusions of testing crop models against crop rotation experiments? 
Crop 
-To which crop and soil processes is crop production most sensitive? 
-How do crop parameters differ between wheat cultivars for different crop models? 
-To what degree does shoot N fixation relate to shoot NPP? 
-How does species A influence the environment of species B? 
-K: Which processes are considered when assessing effects of modified crop functional traits? 
-K: How can tests of crop model predictability be performed? 
-K: For which crops are there tested models? 
Soil 
-How is subsoiling defined, and what are the effects on CS? 
-What is the advantage and disadvantage for CS of including catch crops? 
Pests 
-How does the type of CS in the surrounding fields affect the presence of pests in a wheat field (S)? 
-How well can the biological control effect be estimated as function of CS of surrounding fields? 
-K: How does the number insecticide controls correlate with the percentage area of oilseed rape? 
-K: How does the occurrence of pests relate to the type of CS in the landscape? 
Biodiversity 
-How does the type of CS affect biodiversity? 
-Are mechanisms for regulating biodiversity and ecosystem services general? 
-How much do soil food web indices differ between croplands of different N availability, and between cropland and 

grassland? 
Socio-economics 
-How does farm size influence productivity? 
-Can net income be the reason for agro-environmental CS not being replaced by conventional CS? 
 

Appendix D. Models and databases 
D.1. Models 
-Issues in model studies: 
-How can models be used to evaluate differences in cultivar performance, and support breeders and best choices of 

cultivars for cropping systems (CS)? 
Model concept 
-K: For what purposes should models be used? 
-How complex should a model be? 
-K: How can a balance be achieved between detailed representation of processes in a model and statistical 

evaluations of its predictability? 
-Which processes should be included in the model? 
-How can a science-based risk analysis of crop production be structured (S)? 
-Which models are used for different purposes? 
-K: Which types of subject-area models are used in DSS? 
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Applications/Evaluations 
-How can a model be evaluated for its decision support quality? 
-How are models used for studying genotype, environment and CS interactions? 
-How well can models simulate effects of differences in genes? 
-What are the main limitations in model uses for defining breeding targets? 
-K: What limitations have been found in current models used to predict crop yield? 
Model frameworks 
-How is a platform for modelling agro-ecosystems created (SE)? 
-How is the DSSAT/CSM model framework structured and used? 
-How is the APSIM model framework structured and used? 
-K: How can scenarios for the economic outcome of a farm be calculated (MONICA/YIELDSTAT)? 
-K: How can CS research regarding biophysical processes, ecosystem services and land use conflicts be integrated? 
Input/Output 
-How to estimate model parameters? 
-How to identify cultivar parameters? 
-How to estimate cultivar specific model parameters? 
-What are the inputs and outputs of models in the MACSUR-Sweden project (ES)? 
-K: What inputs does an agroecosystem model need, and what outputs does it deliver? 
D.2. Databases 
-Which databases are available at SLU? 
-What is the purpose of the organisation of SLU data (S)? 
-Which databases outside SLU are related to CS? 
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